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ABSTRACT 

Despite heavy investment in security infrastructure cybercrime is still growing both in 

quantity and quality. With the enormous growth in adoption of Internet enabled applications 

and devices the focus for cyber criminals is increasingly shifting from exploiting software 

vulnerabilities to exploiting vulnerabilities in human behaviour through the use of social 

engineering methodologies. However, there only has been intermittent and as a result in 

exhaustive academic scrutiny on it till date. 

The objective of this research, therefore, is to reinvigorate the extant research on cybercrimes 

built using social engineering principles by giving new directions and in-depth perspectives. 

This research focusses on new and emerging attack types, level of awareness regarding these 

attack types and the impact these new attack types potentially have on users’ ability to detect 

them. The new and emerging attack types are presented across two separate research studies 

that result in a taxonomy of social engineering attacks. In order to understand the level of 

awareness and preparedness to tackle these new forms of attacks, a qualitative study of 

security policies for online banking industry is carried out. Finally, the impact of these new 

types of social engineering attacks is tested through an experimental study where subjects are 

exposed to a simulated version of some of these attacks in order to test their deception 

detection abilities.  

Together, the conceptual and the empirical studies contribute to research by: (1) providing a 

systematic way to categorize social engineering attack types (2) suggesting a framework for 

organizations to audit the adequacy of their security policies and (3) a revealing a new 

direction and method for analysing the impact of these attack types on users’ ability to detect 

deception. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The tremendous growth in internet adoption has created a breeding ground for cybercrime 

activities. Despite increasing investments in information security, cybercrime continues to be 

a serious problem to both organizations and individual online users. A recent study has 

estimated that approximately 18 adults fall victim to cybercrime every second resulting in one 

and half million victims each day (Norton 2010). According to the annual report released by 

the Internet Cybercrime report there were 289,874 complaints that were formally filed in 

2012 that translated to around half a billion USD in direct losses. This figure represents an 

8.3% increase from the previous year; the average loss per complainant being $600 USD 

(Internet Crime Complaint Center, 2012) .  

 

It is not only the scale but also the scope and reach of cybercrime which is a concern with 

new forms of attacks being introduced (Wilson 2008). The ubiquity of internet enabled 

devices such as smartphones and tablets coupled with the popularity of social networks and 

online gaming are leading a revolutionary change in the way users are engaging and 

consuming information. For example, Facebook has more than a billion subscribed users 

while YouTube has more than a billion unique user visits each month. As a consequence, 

phenomenon such as ‘Consumerization of IT’ (Harris et al. 2012) and ‘Bring your own 

device’ (BYOD) (Miller et al. 2012) are becoming popular leaving organizations vulnerable 

to cybercrime more than ever before. This explosion in the use of Internet is enabling 

fraudsters to leverage varied online consumer interests by designing and targeting context 

relevant attack methods (Onarlioglu et al. 2012).  

 

One of the main reasons for the continued proliferation of cybercrime is a result of fraudsters 

using creative deceptive strategies to manipulate and deceive users into making wrong 
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decisions. These creative strategies often are built using the basic principles of social 

engineering. Social engineering is an attack methodology that allows attackers to trick their 

victims in divulging important sensitive information. It is generally accepted that the main 

chink in the armour of any organization’s security architecture are the people of the 

organization (Barber 2001; Barrett 2003; Mitnick and Simon 2003). Social engineering 

attacks, when designed in the right way, are very difficult to detect. This is because, unlike 

software vulnerabilities that can be ‘patched’ with an update, human behaviour and hence 

their vulnerabilities can’t be effectively ‘patched’ with a single update. Despite the 

significance of social engineering attacks on online users, the academic research community’s 

interest in studying this topic has been intermittent.  

 

1.1 Motivation for the study 

When we talk about information security it is very common to think about threats that can be 

contained with the help of technical countermeasures such as email filters, network firewalls, 

anti-viruses etc., albeit there is a more subtle form of a threat to which there is no direct 

solution. Many organizations are learning the fact that technical countermeasures alone 

cannot provide the required security as ‘social engineering’ provides a means to bypass them 

(Rhodes 2001). Social engineering is an attack method that allows attackers to trick their 

victims in divulging important sensitive information. Unlike other security vulnerabilities that 

are inherent to manmade software & hardware systems a key aspect of gaining insight into 

the nature of social engineering attacks involves a significant understanding of how humans 

make decisions. The fact that all human think and behave in the same way adds an additional 

layer of difficulty to understand this esoteric attack methodology. 
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The main motivation for social engineering attackers, as is with many other forms of 

cybercrime, is financial or monetary gain. As such, customers of the banking industry are 

indirectly the prime target audience for these attacks. This is evident in the fact that the 

number of banking malware Trojans that have been recorded in the past year have been the 

highest both in terms of number and variety (PandaSecurity 2011). A good example of the 

persistence and prevalence of such Trojans is the Zbot. Also called Zeus, the Zbot is a 

readymade off the shelf malware package available for a few hundred dollars in the 

underground market that allows for theft of online banking credentials that can easily be 

handled and launched by novice hackers (Falliere and Chien 2010). It has been widely 

accepted that the installation of Zbot spreads through the means of social engineering 

schemes such as phishing (Fossl 2009; Steinkamp and Fox 2011). All over the world, banks 

are increasingly becoming reluctant to reimburse customers who fall prey for such scams 

(Mannan and Oorschot 2008). This creates an additional responsibility for the customers to be 

conscious of their online activity and make decisions based on purely on intuition.  

 

With the steady growth in adoption rates and increasing dependence on it, Internet has 

already become the most critical infrastructure of the modern day. The increased importance 

of this medium and its large user base has been responsible for making it attractive to 

criminals who aim to make quick illegal financial gains. Most of this user base accesses the 

Internet daily through ‘web applications’. It is no surprise then that more than 60% of all 

attack methods constitute the use of web applications (OWASP 2010). Many if not all such 

attacks use some form of social engineering methods that leverage and exploit user 

vulnerabilities manifested through their interactions. Table 1.1 below presents the highlights 

of a few security reports that cumulatively present us with a picture of the extent of the 
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problem. These reports are sourced from established and well respected companies in the 

domain of information security. 

 

 

Name of the Report 

 

Excerpts about social engineering attacks 

Security threat report 
2011 

• Major threats: Fake Anti-virus, Click jacking, Trojans, 

Survey scams, SEO poisoning, Social Network Spam. 

• 67% of people surveyed receiving spam messages. 

• 59% of businesses worried that employee behaviour on 

social sites could endanger company security. 

RSA 2011 cybercrime 
trends report 

• Major Threats: Mobile Malware, SMSing, Trojans, Spear 

Phishing 

New Zealand’s Cyber 
security strategy, June 
2011 

• New Zealanders are frequently the targets of international 

scams and fraud attempts, losing up to $500 million due to 

scams annually 

• 54% of New Zealanders feel they know little or nothing at all 

about computer security risks and solution. 

 
The Norton 
cybercrime report: 
The Human Impact, 
2010 

• 70% of New Zealand adults have been targets of some form 

of cybercrime with the majority of plaints being computer 

scams, fraud and viruses/malware. 

• Nearly 50% think that it is ‘legal’ to download music, 

movies from the web without paying 

 
 
 

NetSafe AVG New 
Zealand Cyber 

• New Zealanders' attitudes of cyber and online security 
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Security Survey behaviour show that Kiwis are taking unnecessary risks with 

not only their home computers, but with protection of their 

financial and personal information. 

AVG Community 
Powered Threat 
Report - Q1 2011 

• Major Threats: Mobile Malware, Social networking Spam 

• Rogue Scanner (84%), 

• Fake Codec – Malicious Trojan (8.11%) 

Bluecoat 2011 Web 
Security Report 

• Major Threats: Death, Drama and Disaster as Lures, Fake 

AV distribution, Social Phishing 

 
 

Table 1.1: Major security reports showing prevalence of social engineering attacks 

 

Extant research in this space to date has focused on one specific form of social engineering 

attack – Phishing. Phishing is an attack which is built to persuade users to share their 

financial information on fake websites that masquerade as authoritative ones. The attack 

typically is sent as a message directed to a specific user using their email address. Studies on 

this topic analyzed both technical attributes of the attack and personality traits of users that 

make them vulnerable. However, Phishing attacks primarily affect users of email. From Table 

1.1 presented above, it is clear that there are other new forms of social engineering attacks 

such as a clickjacking (which affects users of social networks) and search engine poisoning 

(which affects users of search engines) that are targeted at users of social networks and search 

engines. There is little or no research that deals with the impact of these new and emerging 

attacks on users’ online vulnerabilities. Hence, a reinvigorated effort to conduct research on 

social engineering attacks with a focus on new and emerging attacks methods is timely. 

 

1.2 Research approach 
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This multi-paper thesis examines three dimensions of social engineering.  

• Exploration of the social engineering attack landscape  

• Ascertain the level of ‘awareness’ and ‘preparedness against’ social engineering 

attacks, and  

• Ascertain the impact of social engineering attacks on online user vulnerabilities.  

 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature review for 

social engineering. In this chapter, the concept behind social engineering is explored by first 

defining it and then reviewing the basic attack methodology and its theoretical foundations. 

Next, in chapter 3 an overview of the conceptual framework used for this thesis is explained 

in detail with a description of how the different papers are conceptually linked. Then the three 

areas mentioned above will be researched in four separate papers – Chapters 4 and 5 will 

explore the social engineering landscape by categorizing different attack types based on the 

nature and likelihood of victims being exposed to them. Following on, Chapter 6 is a study 

that investigates the level of awareness of social engineering attacks discussed in Chapter 4 

by analysing the security policies of financial organizations. Chapter 7 investigates the impact 

of these different attack types on user vulnerabilities. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the 

research and provides an overview of the research and its theoretical and practical 

contributions and ends with suggestions for future research. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The objective of this chapter is to review the extant literature on social engineering. The 

chapter starts by defining the concept and understanding the attack methodology. Then 

countermeasures discussed in the literature that are aimed at mitigating the effects of social 

engineering attacks are presented. Finally, the theoretical foundations used in the literature to 

study the social engineering phenomenon are discussed.  

 

2.1 Definition of social engineering 

The concept of social engineering was brought to popularity by expert social hacker Kevin 

Mitnick with his book called “The art of deception” where he defines social engineering as – 

  

“The influence and persuasion to deceive people by convincing them that the social 

engineer is someone he is not, or by manipulation. As a result, the social engineer is 

able to take advantage of people to obtain information with or without the use of 

technology” (Mitnick and Simon 2003).  

Another definition says,  

“Social Engineering, once mastered, can be used to gain access on any system despite 

the platform or the quality of the hardware and software present. It is the hardest 

form of attack to defend against because hardware and software alone won’t stop it” 

(Arthurs 2003).  

Another definition says,  

“To manipulate people, by deception, into giving out information, or performing an 

action” (Mann 2010) 
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Though the exact wording of these definitions varies, the common essence that emanates 

from each of them is that social engineering involves methods that can control human 

behaviour to one’s objective utility.  

 

The term ‘social engineering’ is found to have its roots from the early 20th century political 

science field where it meant to represent smart methods that solve the social problems. Due to 

the positive connotations of the word ‘engineering’ it was appropriated for various social 

problems of the time. Karl Popper, endorsed the idea as sense of social change based on well-

established instrumental knowledge (Hansson 2006b). Over the years, especially after the 

World War II, the term gained a more negative flavour and was associated with the 

stereotyped designs employed by politicians to gain electoral advantage (Duff 2005). Today 

the negativity of the term still persists but has gained usage in field of Information Systems 

Security attributed to incidents where people are persuaded to furnish critical personal 

information that should otherwise remain private (Hansson 2006b). Such incidents include 

accidently revealing passwords, providing access to the organizations internal infrastructure 

and the likes. Accordingly, the concept has gained a lot attention over the recent years as a 

potent attack method primarily because of the disastrous consequences it can cause to both 

organizations and individual users of information systems.  

 

2.2 The impact of social engineering 

Just like other forms of cybercrimes social engineering attacks can have disastrous 

consequences on both the organization and the individual. For example, organizations may 

see a decline in market share, have to face negative media publicity, face possible legal 

proceedings which eventually impact their market share (Okenyi and Owens 2007). While on 
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the other hand individuals when victimized are subject to an increased level of stress that may 

lead to various psychological disorders (Saini et al. 2012).  

 

Over the recent years there has been a lot of research that justifies IT security investment to 

counter orthodox technical attacks (Bojanc and Jerman-Blažič 2008; Cavusoglu et al. 2004; 

Wang et al. 2008). Innovations in security technologies such access controls, cryptography, 

anti-viruses, intrusion detection systems (IDS), firewalls and patch management systems have 

all been able to achieve a substantial mitigating effect on the prevalence of technical attacks 

(Twitchell 2006; Venter and Eloff 2003). As a result, more attackers are employing social 

engineering methods by targeting the human elements and often combine such techniques 

with their traditional technical methods. A successful social engineering attack can hence 

simply nullify the effect of the millions of dollars invested in the security architecture of the 

organization (Manske 2000). 

 

2.3 Attack methodologies 

Every social engineering attack is usually associated with an end goal. The nature of this goal 

can vary from being a highly critical – for example, where the attacker aims to get 

administrative access of the company’s network to being relatively less critical – for example, 

where the attacker takes a self-guided tour of the organizational premises. The attacker often 

has to deploy an attack plan at various nodes of the chain en route to the goal. Every instance 

of an attacker getting what he or she wants through social engineering means can be 

considered to be a successful attempt even though the significance or criticality of the 

information obtained might not be immense (Thornburgh 2004a). It is often the cumulative 

effect of the success of many such attacks that the attacker is ultimately after. Social 
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engineering techniques hence are considered to be a means to an end and not necessarily a 

one-step attack.  

 

There are many types of social engineering attacks and the variety and scope of such attacks 

are only limited to the imagination and creativity of the attacker (Manske 2000). A review of 

the extant literature shows that social engineering attacks are broadly divided into two 

categories (1) Human-based social engineering and (2) Technology based social engineering 

(Aiello 2007; Damle 2002; Gulati 2003). While this particular research builds on the 

literature available on Human-based social engineering, its focus is on the new and emerging 

attacks methods that are propagated through technology, especially the Internet.  

 

With regards to the field of information systems, the ultimate goal of a social engineer is to 

gain direct access to a company’s or individual user’s information either physically or 

digitally through access of their respective information systems (Thornburgh 2004a). Unlike 

traditional hacking methods, where the attacker needs to be technically equipped to carry out 

an attack, a social engineer needs to focus on his social skills in order to carry out a 

successful attack. Bhagyavati (2007) mentions that there are usually three major phases of a 

typical social engineering attack – (1) Preparation phase (2) Attack phase, and (3) Post attack 

phase. Mitnick and Simon (2003) describe the ‘Social Engineering Cycle’ as having four 

distinct stages which are (1) Research, (2) Developing rapport or trust (3) Exploiting trust and 

(4) Utilizing trust. Huber et. al (2009) describe another model called the deception cycle 

providing a holistic analysis from not only the attacker’s perspective but also from the 

viewpoint of the defender and victim.  
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2.4 Online social engineering 

The art of deception is central to the success of a social engineering attack. The art itself is 

not new and has been mastered to perfection way before the invention of technology. But the 

advent of technologies such as the World Wide Web has further augmented the reach and 

potential of such attacks. In this research, the primary focus is on ‘online social engineering’ 

attacks; a term used to categorize social engineering attacks that are crafted to affect users of 

the World Wide Web. Online social engineering attacks have many advantages over human 

based social engineering attacks. They are typically easy to setup, difficult to trace and have a 

significantly low cost per target victim (Irani et al. 2011). 

 

 Laribee (2006a) defines the term ‘online social engineering’ as a way of gaining passwords 

and usernames from people without their permission by targeting vulnerable computers 

connected to the internet. While that is true in some sense, the true of potential of ‘online 

social engineering’ has spread beyond the mere collection of user names and passwords to 

simple end goals like making the user click on a malicious link that will trigger the execution 

of a script which will then exploit the Operating System (OS) or web application 

vulnerability. It is to be noted that though what happens after the user clicks on the malicious 

link is very much like the traditional technical hacking, the initiation of the attack is through 

setting up a situation to lure the user into the trap. This is where the distinction lies between 

traditional technical security attacks and online social engineering. Cyber-attacks that do not 

involve any form of social engineering concepts are attributed to the term ‘hacking’. In order 

to hack, attackers usually need to have advanced computing skills, the appropriate tools and 

an inherent knowledge of weaknesses in the hardware and software of the target systems. 

Accordingly, for the purpose of this research ‘online social engineering’ is defined as the use 
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of the Web in order to influence online user behavior by exploiting the vulnerabilities in both 

the humans and web applications individually or in unison. 

 

2.5 Types of social engineering attacks 

 The literature provides studies on different methods of social engineering attacks through 

various case studies. Harley (1998) suggests of a taxonomy that lists a few social engineering 

attacks along with user vulnerabilities that attract them. Laribee (2006b) suggests another 

taxonomy to classify these attacks based on three broad criteria ‘close access techniques’, 

‘online social engineering’ and ‘intelligence gathering’. In a qualitative study conducted by 

Fu (2009) an integrated model was proposed that included entities like vulnerabilities, 

defences, various attack methods and consequences. However, in most of these studies, the 

list of different attack methods that especially fall under online social engineering is either not 

updated or some inaccuracies in the categorization. For example, some of the new and 

emerging attacks identified in the latest security reports such as search engine poisoning and 

social network spam are not classified as social engineering attacks. Also, all above 

mentioned studies classify ‘shoulder surfing’, ‘dumpster diving’ as types of social 

engineering attacks. Although they help attackers in gathering intelligence they do not 

involve any form social interaction with the victim, which is a basic need to be categorized as 

a social engineering attack. 

 

2.5.1 Prior Research on Phishing  

As can be seen from the table 2.1, majority of the research studies relevant to the online 

social engineering attacks have primarily chosen phishing as the test bed for investigation 

into human vulnerabilities. While some of these studies have chosen to explore users’ 

phishing detection abilities using descriptive analyses (Downs et al. 2006) some of them have 
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chosen to set up laboratory or field experiments in order to get data (Grazioli and Jarvenpaa 

2000). The above studies have also investigated the role of varied stimulus like source of the 

email, grammar, spelling and email title in affecting the deception detection of phishing 

emails. Other studies also integrated individual attributes such as self-efficacy, personal 

knowledge and level of involvement (Vishwanath et al. 2011). Some of the other examples of 

individual attributes hypothesized to affect phishing detection accuracy are gender (Dhamija 

et al. 2006), personality traits such as commitment, trust and fear (Workman 2008b). 

Study Methodology Findings 

 
Grazioli and 
Jarvenpaa 
(2000) 
 

Lab 
experiment 
and 
questionnaire 

Showed that users are vulnerable despite the presence of 
obvious signs of deception. Also shows how trust plays a 
moderating effect on the relationship between user’s 
perceived risk and intention to shop online. 

Karakasiliotis 
et al. (2006) 
 

Questionnaire 

Focusses on the user’s ability to detect manipulations in 
phishing emails. Reveals that visual factors and content have 
an impact on the user’s decision making. 

Downs et al. 
(2006) 
 

Interviews 

Shows that one of the reasons why people may be vulnerable 
to phishing is because the awareness of the risks is not 
linked to perceived vulnerability or to detection strategies 

Dhamija et al. 
(2006) 
 

Lab 
experiment  

Analyses successful manipulation strategies. Finds that a 
significant chunk of their sample did not heed standard 
security indicators while exposed to phishing emails 

Workman 
(2008b) 
 

Questionnaire 
and 
Observation 

Found that personality traits such as commitment, fear, trust 
positively influence one’s social engineering vulnerability 

Jakobsson et 
al. (2007) 
 

Lab 
experiment 
and 
Interviews 

Uses the ’think aloud’ protocol and captures various user 
sensitivities that makes them think why phishing emails 
appear authentic and its contrary. 

Jagatic et al. 
(2007) 
 

Experiment 

Tests the effect of authenticity enhancing design changes 
combined with narrative strength as factors to exploit human 
vulnerabilities in the context of phishing 

Vishwanath et 
al. (2011) 
 

Questionnaire 
Tested the effect of a user’s social network in increasing the 
probability of being victimized through a phishing attack 
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Chen et al. 
(2011) 
 

Questionnaire 

Used OSIR model by including user involvement and 
motivation as a factor that can affect user vulnerability. Also 
tests the effects of structural elements of a phishing email 
like subject line, source, grammar & spelling and urgency 
cues. 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of major studies on Phishing 

 

While these studies have definitely helped in developing an enhanced understanding of 

human vulnerabilities in the context of phishing there remain a number of unexplored areas 

within the realm of understanding social engineering vulnerabilities. First, as discussed earlier 

most of the studies have used phishing as their test beds but when we talk about social 

engineering attacks there are many other types of emerging attack types that are gaining 

popularity with the hackers and being used to victimize the world’s internet users. Second, 

phishing is an attack type that primarily affects users of email and so the structural elements 

that were studied in the above mentioned studies are relevant only to the context of deceptive 

emails. This shows that the effect of structural elements of other attack types is relatively 

unexplored. Lastly, as a result of the unduly focus on phishing it is not yet clear if factors 

found causative for phishing detection would be useful for detecting other social engineering 

attacks and whether exposure to a combined set of attacks would have an overall effect on the 

user’s deception detection capabilities. 

 

2.6 Countermeasures for social engineering 

The most basic form social engineering is the hacking of the human brain. Regardless of the 

technological advances in the security field this form of attack will be persistent as it is 

difficult to upgrade or patch human brains as it is done to technology (Townsend 2010). 

Majority of the literature agrees that the best strategy is to engage in activities that raise the 
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awareness levels of such attacks (Granger 2001; Hitchings 1995; Mitnick and Simon 2003). 

A multi layered strategy that implements training to increase awareness and enforces policies 

like ‘need-to-know’ access should be employed by organizations to mitigate the effect of 

these attacks.  

 

Gartner (2002) introduces a collection of suggested protective approaches that includes the 

following  

• Having an up-to-date, clear, consistent and comprehensive security policy in place.  

• Having a user education programme in place as the single strongest measure is an 

educated user.  

• Along with policies enforce technical measures that will eliminate any exchange of 

passwords.  

• Overall security plans should be coordinated with physical/organizational security.  

 

Gragg (2003) explains an approach which is much closer to one of the basic principles of 

information security –Multilevel layer defence. A multilevel layer defence strategy is built to 

mitigate the chances of a security breach instead of completely eliminating it. Gragg (2003) 

also encourages the use of Social Engineering Landmines (SELM) together with the multiple 

layers which are mentioned below.  

• Foundation level – Security Policy addressing Social Engineering.  

• Parameter Level - Security Awareness Training for all users. 

• Fortress Level - Resistance Training for Key Personnel.  

• Persistence Level - Ongoing Reminders.  

• Gotcha Level - Social Engineering Land Mines (SELM). 

• Offensive level - Incident Response 
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In addition to user awareness and training, tests analogous to penetration tests that check for 

system vulnerabilities have to be carried out regularly to test for human vulnerabilities. Gupta 

and Sharman (2006) suggest a Social Engineering Susceptibility Index (SESI) that uses the 

basic tenets of Social Network Theory to understand the risk exposure of a particular group of 

individuals and suggest the use of the index to proactively elevate security measures based on 

the result value of the index. However, standards such as the ISO 27001 address the threat of 

social engineering attacks very poorly. Accordingly, organizations that follow the guidelines 

of ISO 27001, although are covered for a broad range of security issues, will still remain 

vulnerable to social engineering attacks. As discussed earlier social engineering methods 

involves influencing the human mind to perform tasks that they would otherwise never 

perform. Hence, there is a need to understand social engineering attacks from a human 

psychological perspective.  

 

2.7 The psychology of social engineering  

It is generally accepted that the main chink in the armour of any organization’s security 

architecture is the people of the organization and that is where that attack starts (Barber 2001; 

Barrett 2003; Mitnick and Simon 2003). A social engineer can control the victim’s behaviour 

usually by evoking strong human emotions. The usual route is that the attacker weaves a 

plausible story or ‘pretext’ in order to bag the trust of his victim (Irani et al. 2011). The story 

commonly used in such situations is crafted to elicit basic human emotions such as greed, 

sympathy or fear (Townsend 2010). There are people who knowingly reveal personal 

information in spite of the awareness of the inherent risks involved (Calluzzo and Cante 

2004; Straub and Nance 1990). This is primarily seen in the cases where the human emotion 

evoked is that of greed. Downloading ‘browser-codec’ from unknown sources in order to 

watch a video online, filling in details of personal information in order to receive a free gift 
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are few such examples. Also, methods that involve eliciting the human fear factor are often 

successful. One such example is when Privates (lowest ranking soldiers) admit to allowing 

unauthorized entry of higher ranking Officers (Thornburgh 2004a) due to the fear of reprisals. 

 

Though there has been noticeable surge in academic interest in the area, it still lacks enough 

theory based research that can provide a deeper and much richer insight into the topic. 

Research in this area should entail the study of human behavior when exposed to risky 

situations and deception and hence has a very strong social psychology component. There is a 

plethora of literature in the fields of deception, risk and general social psychology that can 

provide us with frameworks to understand social engineering from a theoretical perspective. 

The following sections provide a review of these theories in the above mentioned areas.  

 

2.8 Deception Literature  

Deception is the act of misrepresenting or withholding facts to lead intended victims to 

misinterpret and perform actions to one’s objective utility. The art of deception has been the 

interest of study in a wide variety of fields ranging from social psychology, organizational 

and cognitive science. The Interpersonal Deception Theory (IDT) proposed by Burgoon and 

Buller (1996) is a theory often quoted while conducting deception research. According to the 

theory, the nature of communication between two or more people is an interactive and 

dynamic exercise. The parties involved in the communication are categorized as (1) 

‘senders’- usually the person who initiates the communication and (2) ‘receiver’- who 

responds to the initiation. The communication that occurs between the two parties is 

considered to be an iterative and interactive exercise. The nature of deception lies in the 

intention of the ‘sender’ to control the information in a way that the meaning of the message 

deviates from the truth. During the interactive dyadic process of communication between the 
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sender and the receiver there are times when the sender tries to alter the communication 

methods to retain the illusion of truth and in the process leaks both verbal and nonverbal cues. 

These cues are purported to be used to detect deception by the receiver. This theory was 

developed for ‘interpersonal’ face-face communication scenarios. With the social world 

becoming increasingly digital, there is a necessity to extend research to include virtual 

interactions as well. Vishwanath et al. (2011) in a study that tests the individual differences in 

vulnerabilities when exposed to phishing emails, include email as the ‘sender’ and content 

and structural aspects of the email as the leakage cues for detection. Although the effort is 

worth mentioning one of the weaknesses of this study is that the basis of using IDT is for 

interactive iterative communication scenarios whereas email acts as a static one time stimulus 

that initiates a one way communication. Having said that the explosive adoption of social 

networking sites where there is constant exchange of information is an ideal setting to explore 

the basic tenets of IDT.  

 

Similar to IDT in many aspects is the Theory of Deception (TOD) that offers another 

theoretical introspection into the phenomenon of deception (Johnson et al. 1992). Unlike IDT 

which has a focus on the transmission of information, TOD focuses on the processing of that 

information. According to the theory, during the event of the deception individuals recognize 

or detect deception by noticing or interpreting the inconsistencies between the current and 

past experiences. Hence a key to detecting deception according to TOD significantly relies on 

prior individual knowledge. The theory has four critical stages that the information 

processing goes through before the individual recognizes whether there is any deception 

involved. The first is ‘activation’, where the targets start paying attention to the information 

and start recognizing anomalies. The second stage is ‘hypothesis generation’ where the 

individual based on the anomalies develops a hypothesis on the credibility of the information. 
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The third stage is ‘hypothesis evaluation’ where the individual tests the hypothesis generated 

in the previous stage and compares it against set criteria. The final stage is that of ‘global 

assessment’ where all the available information is synthesized in order to come to a 

conclusion. The theory also identifies seven different deception tactics that are used by 

deceivers. These tactics are used to help the deceiver in inducing the incorrect representations 

by hindering the formation of the correct representations (Grazioli and Jarvenpaa 2003a). The 

seven deception tactics and their explanations are summarized below in Table 2.2 

 

Deception tactic  Definition  

Masking Hiding, omitting or eliminating crucial aspects of information 

Dazzling Obscuring crucial information or making it difficult to find 

Decoying Redirecting attention away from crucial information 

Mimicking Assuming legitimacy to build credibility 

Inventing Fabricating a pseudo environment to build credibility 

Relabeling Presenting questionable information in a positive way 

Double play Convincing that the victim is taking unfair advantage  

Table 2.2: Seven deception tactics of The Theory of Deception (Grazioli & Jarvenpaa 
2003) 

 

Another theory that tries to explain the information processing is the Evaluation Likelihood 

Model (ELM) (Cacioppo et al. 1986). This theory was developed to explain the persuasive 

power and information processing of an individual when exposed to advertising stimuli. 

According to ELM, there are primarily two ways in which an individual can process 

information. (1) The central route, which involves a systematic assessment of merits and 

demerits and comparison to prior knowledge. (2) The peripheral route, which involves the use 

of cues based on emotions in order to come to a decision. Individuals with low level of 
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commitment or motivation are usually the ones that use these mental shortcuts in order to be 

persuaded. Hence ‘motivation’ is a key metric to consider for the attacker while devising or 

customizing attacks. Langenderfer and Shimp (2001) developed a theoretical framework 

based on ELM that tries to account for why people are vulnerable to scams. Workman 

(2008b) conducted empirical studies using the ELM where it was demonstrated that 

marketing tactics that are used to persuade people to buy consumer goods are also applicable 

to persuade people to comply with social engineering attacks. In his book on influence and 

persuasion, Cialdini (2001) introduces six factors that are associated with the peripheral route 

to persuasion which are summarized below in Table 2.3. 

 

Reciprocation A social contract to repay in kind for what one has provided us with. 

Consistency  Desire to be consistently committed with the choices we make. 

Social Proof Desire to follow social norms by imitating what others are doing. 

Likeability Being exploited by people who present themselves as likeable.  

Authority Intimidation by projecting authority and a deep seated sense of duty. 

Scarcity The illusion of opportunities being more valuable when less available.  

Table 2.3: Factors associated with peripheral route to persuasion (Cialdini 2001) 

 

Overloading which is the act of passing on too much information quickly and confusing the 

victim and Strong effect which is the exploitation of the heightened state of emotion like fear, 

surprise, anger etc., are the other two well citied psychological triggers that aid social 

engineering attacks (Gragg 2003).  
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2.8.1 Deception detection 

In general, it is very hard to detect deception and there is empirical evidence from the 

literature that support that claim that humans are very poor at detecting deception (Tiantian 

2007). A review study done by Vrij (1994) on detection capabilities mentions that people are 

particularly poor at detecting lies in comparison to detecting truths. In fact, it is well 

recognized in the literature that even experienced users of the Internet also fall victim to 

deception (Ekman 2009; Grazioli 2004). Internet is a very fertile ground for laying the seeds 

for deception. This is because the interactions on the virtual world of the web are based on 

cognitive representations of the real world and a representational environment is central 

condition for deception. Also, the open nature of the web has effectively ‘lowered the cost of 

evil’ making it increasingly easy for individuals to set up deceptive mechanisms. According 

to a study conducted by Grazioli and Jarvenpaa (2000) internet deception can alter the 

information processing to an extent that even savvy and experienced users easily fall prey to 

deceptive manipulations.  

 

However, not all social engineering attacks are successful because of pure deception. Some 

people willingly give up sensitive information despite the awareness of possible security 

vulnerabilities. In many cases people who say that they are concerned for their security 

usually make a tradeoff with the privacy of their personal information for convenience and 

sometimes for petty rewards (Acquisti and Grossklags 2005; Workman 2008b). This is where 

findings from the risk literature can help us understand the tradeoffs people make when they 

are exposed to risky situations.  
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2.8.2 The effect of risk on deception  

In order to understand the effectiveness of social engineering attacks it is important to 

understand the specific ways in which the human brain reacts and responds when exposed to 

risk. Risk is a quantitative measure that estimates the probability of an event along with the 

magnitude of its consequences (Douglas 1990; Garland 2003). Although the measurement of 

risk is a quantitative process the way in which it is dealt with depends upon how an individual 

values the consequences which largely is influenced by cultural, socio-political or moral 

elicitations (Douglas 1990). Schneier (2008) in his essay “The Psychology of Security” says 

that security is always a tradeoff and that there is nothing called as absolute security. Humans 

will always have to learn to either appraise or attenuate risks based on their perception of the 

risk and the resources they have to allocate security countermeasures. But often the 

perception of risk does not match the reality of risk and that becomes the lead cause of 

majority of security incidents. Human beings often overestimate rare and spectacular risks 

and underestimate common risks. The way in which humans overestimate or underestimate 

risks is based on a specific set of heuristics. Heuristics are defined as mental shortcuts, biases 

that humans use in order to make decisions about severity of an event, the costs involved, the 

probability of reoccurrence and the likes. 

 

2.8.3 Framing deception 

Kahneman and Tversky (1979) in their pioneering work on Prospect theory provided a 

framework to understand how people make choices between losses and gains depending upon 

how they are “framed” or presented. Other important risk heuristics that are often cited in the 

literature are the ‘availability’ and ‘representativeness’ heuristics. According to the 

availability heuristic people assess the frequency and probability of an event with respect to 

how easily it is brought to mind (Folkes 1988). This means that people will remember and be 
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easily persuaded by a vivid personal story than the mundane statistics. This is clearly 

consistent with the peripheral route to persuasion that ELM posits, where people are 

persuaded by emotional cues rather than a comparison of pros and cons. However, this is 

different from the notion of ‘Familiarity’ which explains the extent to which a person has 

control over the situation. Many studies have shown that the more people are familiar with a 

situation or product the less they perceive of the associated risk (Wogalter and Wolff 1998). 

The representativeness heuristic posits that people tend to attribute a certain event to be part 

of a certain class depending upon the probability of how close that event represents that class 

(Schneier 2008). One of the prime factors that has absolutely no effect on this heuristic is 

prior probability or base rate frequency and so if people evaluate probability by this heuristic 

it will lead to base rate fallacy (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). 

 

2.8.4 The role of warning on deception detection 

The literature indicates the use of warnings as an effective countermeasure in mitigating the 

probability of being victimized by deception (Biros et al. 2002; George et al. 2004b; Grazioli 

2004; Xiao 2010). It is suggested that although humans are in general poor detectors of 

deception, their ability to detect deception increases when their suspicion is aroused (Stiff et 

al. 1992). Warnings, especially when delivered by a ‘third party’ - the other two parties being 

the user (trustor) and the website they are engaged with (trustee), is effective in raising 

suspicion and inducing a sensitivity to deception, thus increasing the likelihood of detecting 

it. Although, there is positive evidence regarding the role of warning enhancing users’ 

deception detection abilities it comes with a cost of false positives (Biros et al. 2002). This 

means although warnings serve as indicator of deception, they result in users suggesting 

deception when it actually does not exist. In summary, there is no conclusive evidence on the 

effectiveness of warnings as a potential countermeasure on mitigating cybercrime especially 
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social engineering attacks. The framing effects literature discussed above gives some 

indication that the effectiveness of a message can be manipulated by framing it in a way that 

elicits either positive or negative feelings that will ultimately influence a suggested behavior. 

Accordingly, in this research we explore the differential effects of framing a warning message 

and testing its effect on users’ deception detection abilities. 
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3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Overarching framework for the thesis 

The purpose of this section is to present the conceptual framework, and subsequent research 

questions. Conceptual frameworks are useful in outlining the main ideas of interest or 

approach that a research study employs. The conceptual framework presented here aims to 

serve the purpose of providing an overview of how all the original articles presented in this 

thesis are linked and how they provided the intended ‘big picture’ of the research problem.  

 

The conceptual framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. The framework consists of two 

main areas: exploration and analysis. The exploration stage led to the publication of two 

studies, I and II that study the different forms of social engineering attacks. The analysis 

stage has two sub stages: awareness and impact. Each sub stage of the analysis stage is 

comprised of a study each III and IV.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Conceptual Framework showing how all the articles are connected 
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 The research takes a sequential cumulative approach with each stage building on the 

previous stages’ insights and findings. For example, the findings of the research study carried 

out in the exploration stage have been used as a guide to carry out the study in the awareness 

stage and the findings of the study carried out in the awareness stage have been used to carry 

out the impact study.  

 

3.2 Stage 1: Exploration 

The research began with a simple premise of understanding the social engineering 

phenomenon. Accordingly, the aim of this stage was to explore and understand the current 

attack landscape that was based on social engineering methods. As this was an exploratory 

stage there were no preconceived hypotheses. Accordingly, the research question is centred 

on identifying different types of attacks that could be categorized as social engineering. The 

research question thus, became: 

 

Research question1: What are the different types of social engineering attacks? 

 

To answer this question and gain an understanding of the attack landscape, information of the 

most popular attack methods was aggregated from some of the world’s renowned internet 

security reports. Then the nature of each attack was analysed to find evidence of use of any of 

the social engineering principles. Further, these attacks were classified based on the nature of 

the presentation of the attack information – for example, in person, text, audio or video. The 

analysis resulted in the building of a taxonomy of social engineering attack types which were 

published as Article I.  
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The next part of this exploration stage was to set boundaries and scope for the rest of the 

research. Social engineering attacks are found to impact both online users and offline users. 

As mentioned before this research focuses primarily on the type of attacks that affect the 

‘online user’ or users of the World Wide Web, and their vulnerabilities to social engineering 

attacks. One of the primary insights obtained from the first study was that there were many 

types of social engineering attack vectors that affect online users. An attack vector is defined 

by the method by which the attack reaches its target. For example, phishing as an attack is 

primarily carried through email, while search engine poisoning is an attack carried through 

search engines.  

 

The prolific rise in variety of social engineering attacks on Web is due to its ubiquity and the 

multitude of online activities that users are engaged with every day. For example, according 

to the a report from PEW American project a typical adult internet user searches the web 

using a search engine, sends or reads an email, uses their social network sites and browses 

various portals for items such as a news headlines, weather among other things (Pew 2012) . 

In addition to the above activities, the typical teenage user uses the web for entertainment 

such as online games and video. Accordingly, we wanted to categorize the list of social 

engineering attacks based on the potential victim’s likelihood of exposure to these attacks 

when engaged in a particular type of online activity. So the second research question became,  

Research question 2: How can social engineering attacks be categorized based on 

online user behaviour? 

 

For this question, theories from human information seeking behaviour were used to build a 

two dimensional typology. One dimension of this typology has the list of social engineering 

attacks discovered in the previous study and the other dimension has specific aspects of user 
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behaviour derived from human information seeking theories. The typology was published as 

Article II.  

 

3.2 Stage 2: Analysis 

The next stage of the research was the analysis stage which has two further subparts 

awareness and impact. The awareness analysis was done to understand the level of 

awareness and preparedness of organizations to deal with social engineering attacks with a 

special focus on some of the new and emerging attack vectors. The impact analysis was done 

to further understand the actual impact that these attacks have on users’ decision making 

abilities and by extension their vulnerabilities to attacks.  

 

3.2.1 Awareness analysis 

As mentioned earlier, the research was built cumulatively with each stage being informed by 

the findings and analysis of the previous studies. Accordingly, awareness analysis was 

primarily informed by the findings and analysis of Article I. The main objective of this stage 

was to understand the ‘status quo’ of awareness and preparedness levels of organizations to 

deal with the social engineering attack vectors discussed in Article I, with a special focus on 

some of the new and emerging attacks. Accordingly, our research question at this stage 

became:  

 

Research question 3: How are organizations currently dealing with handling of 

social engineering attack vectors? 

 

For this study, online banks were chosen as the target sample of organizations with the 

premise that social engineering attacks, just like all cybercrime attacks have an inherent 
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financial motive in victimizing online users. The literature on traditional adoption studies for 

online banking consistently mentions about trust and perceived security as major predictors 

for adoption (Mukherjee and Nath 2003; Yousafzai et al. 2003). Users strongly associate risk 

of security with loss of money in cash or through their credit cards (Alda´s-Manzano et al. 

2009). With the continually blossoming e-commerce activity, customers adopting online 

banking services will become prime targets for hackers. So what is the current state of affairs 

of online banking customers’ exposure to online social engineering attacks? All over the 

world, banks are increasingly becoming reluctant to reimburse people who fall prey such 

scams (Mannan and Oorschot 2008). This creates an additional responsibility for the 

customer to be conscious of his online activity and make decisions based on purely on 

intuition. This can be disastrous for both the banks and the customer. It is hence very 

important for both the banks and the customers to work together in addressing social 

engineering attacks. 

 

Accordingly, security policies of 16 online banks across 11 different countries within the 

APAC region were collected and analysed. One of key findings of this study was that online 

banks were sharing best practices information to counter only one specific type of social 

engineering attack – phishing. This corroborates with most of the security literature in IS 

where most deception studies use phishing as their test beds for user vulnerability studies. 

The analysis and discussion of our findings of this study has been published as Article III. 
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3.2.2 Impact analysis 

For this stage findings from all the three previous articles were used to formulate the research 

question. There were three main insights that were used to develop the research question in 

this phase (1) The insight from Article I was that there were many types of new and emerging 

social engineering attacks (2) The insight from Article II was that social engineering attacks 

could be grouped based on the likelihood of exposure to them as a result of online user 

behaviour (3) the insight from Article III was that most practitioner and academic research 

focussed on one specific type of social engineering attack vector – phishing. Phishing is a 

type of an attack that affects primarily users of email application. However, as industry 

reports suggest that most users spending on application types other than email (Pew 2012). 

Hence, there is a need to understand user vulnerabilities to the whole gamut of social 

engineering attacks. Accordingly, the fourth research question formed was,  

 

Research question: Does online user’s vulnerability vary based on the type of social 

engineering attack that they are exposed to?  

 

For this study, a controlled laboratory experiment was conducted where users were exposed 

to three different simulated social engineering attacks. This study measured users’ perceived 

attitudes towards deception and compared it with their actual deception detection behaviours. 

The research findings are being submitted to a journal as Article IV. An abridged version of 

this paper was published as a Research in Progress paper in a peer reviewed conference.  

 

What follows are the published articles that together address the research questions presented 

above. 
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4. ARTICLE 1 - A TAXONOMY OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
ATTACKS 

 

Abstract 

As the technology to secure information improves, hackers will employ less technical 

means to get access to unauthorized data. The use of Social Engineering as a non tech 

method of hacking has been increasingly used during the past few years. There are different 

types of social engineering methods reported but what is lacking is a unifying effort to 

understand these methods in the aggregate. This paper aims to classify these methods 

through taxonomy so that organizations can gain a better understanding of these attack 

methods and accordingly be vigilant against them. 

 

Keywords - Information security, social engineering attacks, security attack taxonomy 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The term ‘social engineering’ is found to have its roots from the early 20th century 

political science field where it meant to represent smart methods that solve the social 

problems. Due to the positive connotations of the word ‘engineering’ it was appropriated 

for various social problems of the time. Karl Popper, in his book endorsed the idea as sense 

of social change based on well-established instrumental knowledge (Hansson 2006a). Over 

the years, especially after the World War II the term gained a more negative flavour and 

was associated with the stereotyped designs employed by politicians to gain electoral 

advantage (Duff 2005). Today the negativity of the term still persists but has gained usage 

in field of Information Systems Security to describe cases where people are persuaded to 

furnish critical information that should otherwise remain private. This involves a gamut of 
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things like revealing passwords, providing access to the organization’s internal 

infrastructure etc.; the concept has gained a lot attention over the recent years as a 

potent attack vector primarily because of the disastrous consequences it can cause. 

 

There has been a considerable increase in the number of research papers that studied 

this topic which is enough evidence that social engineering has attained academic 

significance. The literature provides studies on different methods of social engineering 

attacks through various case studies. Laribee (2006a) suggests taxonomy to classify 

these attacks based on three broad criteria ‘close access techniques’ ‘online social 

engineering’ and intelligence gathering. However, the list of different attack vectors that 

especially fall under online social engineering is not updated and ‘information gathering’ as 

we will have discussed below is not strictly unique to social engineering. In another study 

Harley (1998) suggests of a taxonomy that lists a few social engineering attacks but we 

feel it lacks the clarity and comprehensibility required for a good taxonomy. A taxonomy is 

required when it is necessary to provide a clear and consistent overview of a phenomenon 

without any obvious overlap (Hansman and Hunt 2005). A good taxonomy is the one that 

is mutually exclusive, unambiguous and comprehensive and comprehensible (Lindqvist 

and Jonsson 1997) and the aim of this paper is to provide a taxonomy for social 

engineering attacks in line with these requirements.  

 

The paper starts by introducing the nature and impact of social engineering attacks in 

sections 4.2 and 4.3. Section 4.4 lays the groundwork for the taxonomy by describing 

the anatomy of a social engineering attack, and finally Section 4.5 discusses the new 

proposed taxonomy by describing each type of attack vector and the reasons why it falls 

under a particular category. Section 4 . 6 briefly discusses possible countermeasures to 
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mitigate the effect of these attacks and finally we conclude the paper with Section 4.7 by 

discussing the potential of this taxonomy and future research directions. 

 

4.2 NATURE OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACKS 

There are many interpretations and definitions of the term available throughout the 

literature. Though the exact wording of most of the available definitions varies, the 

common essence that emanates from each of them is that social engineering involves 

methods that can control human behaviour to one’s objective utility. It is generally 

accepted that the main chink in the armour of any organization’s security architecture is the 

people of the organization and that is where that attack starts (Barber 2001; Barrett 2003; 

Mitnick and Simon 2003). A social engineer can control the victim’s behaviour usually by 

evoking strong human emotions. The usual route is that the attacker weaves a plausible 

story in order to bag the trust of his victim. The story commonly used in such situations is 

filled with basic human instincts like greed, sympathy or fear (Townsend 2010). The way 

in which attackers gain such trust is by persistently persuading the victim to connect to 

these emotions. Rusch (1999) mentions two ways of persuading an individual - (1) through 

sound analytical reasoning called ‘central route to persuasion’ or (2) through eliciting 

emotions called ‘peripheral route to persuasion’. As a social engineer would usually 

employ deceptive or manipulative methods the ‘central route to persuasion’ is not really 

an option and hence mostly uses the later method. There are people who knowingly reveal 

personal information in spite of the awareness of the inherent risks involved (Calluzzo and 

Cante 2004; Straub and Nance 1990). This is primarily seen in the cases where the human 

emotion evoked is that of greed, for example, downloading ‘browser-codec’ from unknown 

sources in order to watch a video online, filling in details of personal information in order 

to receive a free gift etc., There are also many examples that elicit the exploitation of the 
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human fear factor for example, privates (lowest ranking officials) admitting to allowing 

unauthorized entry of higher ranking due to the fear of reprisals (Thornburgh 2004a). 

 

4.3 IMPACT OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACKS 

Every social engineering attack is usually associated with an end goal. The goal can 

be anything from critical issues like getting administrative access of the company’s network 

to less critical issues like taking a self-guided tour of the premises etc., and often the 

attacker has to deploy an attack plan at various nodes of the chain en route to the goal. 

Every instance of an attacker getting what he or she wants through social engineering 

means can be considered to be a successful attempt even though the significance of the 

information obtained might not be immense (Thornburgh 2004a). It is often the cumulative 

effect of the success of many such attacks that the attacker is ultimately after. Social 

engineering techniques hence are considered to be a means to an end and not necessarily a 

one-step attack. Over the recent years there has been a lot of focus on building new and 

improving existing countermeasures for the orthodox technical attacks. Innovations in 

security technologies such as anti-viruses, intrusion detection systems (IDS), firewalls and 

patch management systems have all been able to achieve a substantial mitigating effect 

on the prevalence of technical attacks (Twitchell 2006). As a result, more attackers are 

employing social engineering methods by targeting the human elements and often combine 

such techniques with their traditional technical methods. A successful social engineering 

attack can hence simply nullify the effect of the millions of dollars invested in the security 

architecture of the organization (Manske 2000). 
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4.4 SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACK METHODS 

There are many types of Social Engineering attacks and the variety and scope of such 

attacks are only limited to the imagination and creativity of the attacker. Traditionally, 

social engineering is largely divided into two categories (1) Human-based social 

engineering and (2) Technology based social engineering (Aiello 2007; Damle 2002; Gulati 

2003). 

 

With regards to the field of information systems, the ultimate goal of a social engineer is to 

gain direct access to a company’s information either physically or digitally through access 

of its information systems (Thornburgh 2004a). Unlike traditional hacking methods, where 

the attacker needs to be technically equipped to carry out an attack, a social engineer needs 

to focus on his social skills in order to carry out a successful attack. Bhagyavati (2007) 

mentions that there are usually three major phases of a typical social engineering attack  

1. Preparation phase 

2. Attack phase 

3. Post attack phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The anatomy of a Social Engineering attack 
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Mitnick and Simon (2003) also describe the ‘Social Engineering Cycle’ having four distinct 

stages which are research, developing rapport or trust, exploiting trust and utilizing trust. 

 

The aim of this paper as mentioned before is to provide a taxonomy that gives a 

good overview of the different types of social engineering attacks and hence we 

concentrate only on the attack phase as we believe that the other two, preparation and post 

attack, are generic phases required for any type of attack. There are many sources that quote 

shoulder surfing, dumpster diving as types social engineering attacks (Granger 2001; Manske 

2000). Although they help attackers in gathering intelligence in the preparation phase, they 

do not involve any form social interaction with the victim, which is a basic need to be 

categorized as a social engineering attack. Hence we do not classify them as social 

engineering attack methods as part of our taxonomy. 

 

4.5 TAXONOMY OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACKS 

4.5.1 Person-Person 

The type of attacks that can be categorized as Person-Person social engineering are 

typically the ones that involve direct or in person interaction of the attacker with the victim 

where the attacker uses deceptive methods to take advantage of the victim’s ignorance or his 

behavioural weakness and exploits the trust (Kamal and Crews 2008). 

 

4.5.1.1 Impersonation 

Impersonation is arguably one of the most valued techniques that a social engineer can use 

as it can be carried out with little preparation and has the advantage of not revealing real 

identities (Redmon 2005). 
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Pretexting. One of the popular impersonation techniques is called pretexting, which is 

the practice of obtaining information under false pretense. It is often more than a simple lie 

as it involves a lot of research on the victim before carrying out the attack. One of the 

widely quoted cases of pretexting is the HP scandal case where security experts used this 

method on the board members of the company to investigate the trail of a data leak of the 

company’s strategy (Thornburgh 2004b). The investigators impersonated as the board 

members themselves in order to get access to the phone records. This created quite a stir in 

the media and eventually led way to birth of a new law (Menn 2010b) that prohibits the use 

of such techniques for obtaining any information under false pretense, including the use of 

fraudulent statements or impersonation. 

 

Reverse Social Engineering. The attacker presents himself as a person in a perceived 

position of authority which influences the victim to ask more questions instead of the 

attacker. The orchestration of such an attack usually spans three stages which are sabotage, 

advertising and assisting (Granger 2001). For example, the attacker firsts sabotages the 

network of the organization, then advertises himself as a right person with a solution and 

with a bit of assistance from the victim fixes the problem. In the last stage he gets what 

he really needs by requesting the victim to log into the network under the aforementioned 

pretext. Such attacks are highly effective as it leaves the victim with a sense of satisfaction 

as the network problem goes away and hence leaves no reason for suspicion. This type of 

an attack is also termed as Quid pro quo where the attacker provides some incentive that 

persuades the victim to divulge information that otherwise would not be shared. 

 

Tailgating. Tailgating simply means following a person with authorized entry into a secure 

area, basically riding on coattails (Long 2008). The act may be considered to be legal or 
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illegal depending on the circumstance but in general this term has a negative connotation and 

is used to describe an illegal act. 

 

The common denominator for all the above mentioned attacks is that the attacker builds a 

character and then fabricates a misleading story around this character which is aimed at 

evoking the victim’s basic human emotions of greed, sympathy or fear (Workman 

2008b). The attacker must be able to simply anticipate and prepare for questions that might 

be asked by the victim. In order to facilitate this and to further project credibility to the 

story, the attacker usually uses two tools (1) using the company lingo in the story and (2) 

portrays knowledge personnel and policy (Thompson 2006). A typical story involves a 

character and a context which the attacker uses as a vector. The character can either be a 

fake one originating from a figment of the attacker’s imagination or a real character that the 

attacker wishes to masquerade as. These types of attacks are increasingly becoming easier to 

orchestrate with the help of public databases such as LinkedIn and XING, which give the 

attacker organizational structure along with names of individuals and the positions they 

occupy (Huber 2009; Roßling and Muller 2009).  

 

To gain a broader understanding of such person-person attacks we categorize them into two 

broad categories (1) Impersonating by building a fake persona and (2) Impersonating a real 

persona. These two categories should include all case scenarios discussed above like 

pretexting, reverse social engineering or quid pro quo. One thing to observe here is that the 

conceptual aspects of these methods are not necessarily used as attack vectors only for 

person-person scenarios but could be also be used via other media as well as discussed 

below. 
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4.5.2 Person-Person via media 

All attack vectors which do not involve the physical presence of the attacker are 

categorized as the Person-Person via media attacks. The ubiquitous use of computers and 

mobile phones has helped the social engineering attackers gain more viable and scalable 

options for carrying out their attacks. The use of media as an attack vector often has more 

advantages than the in person attacks as it simultaneously gives the attacker the power of 

anonymity and scalability. Text, voice and video are the three types of media that are taken 

into consideration for the taxonomy. 

 

4.5.2.1 Person-Person via Text 

This category includes all types of attacks that use text as a medium for 

communication. Examples are activities that are involved with the Internet like email, 

browsing, chatting and social networking to short messaging services (SMS) or even 

traditional offline media like mail and newspapers. The various types of attacks under this 

category are discussed below. 

 

Phishing. Phishing is a fraudulent process of acquiring sensitive and personal information by 

masquerading as a trustworthy entity and is mostly carried out over email. Over the years 

this problem has not only grown in size but also in complexity (Lee et al. 2007). Typically, 

the attacker generates hundreds of random email addresses and sends a blanket email to all 

of them hoping that at least a small percentage of the potential victims will take the ‘bait’. 

The nature of the ‘bait’ involves a realistic looking message with a fraudulent call- to-action 

and a website that the attacker uses to collect the victim’s information. This is a type of 

attack where the attacker is deceptively influencing the victim and persuading him to 

divulge sensitive information. 
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SMSishing. This form of attack though not prevalent yet, can be an effective tool for a 

social engineer especially due to the explosion in the use of cellular phones. The anatomy of 

this type of an attack is very similar in nature to the concept of phishing but is different in 

that the fraudulent message, instead of being sent as an email, is sent as a SMS to the 

victim’s cellular device (Binay 2009). 

 

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF). This is a type of attack where the attacker tricks 

the victim’s browser into performing undesired actions on behalf of the victim (OWASP). 

The vulnerability exploited here is the browser’s functionality of not being able to 

distinguish between user generated requests and malicious requests especially when the 

victim is already logged into a website. But the instantiation of such attacks is by sending an 

email to the victim that looks legitimate but carries a malicious code in the form of any 

common HTML element like an image tag, script tag etc., As soon the victim opens the 

email, the browser executes the HTML elements without any form of verification as it 

thinks the user is still logged in. This form of an attack is also called as Session Riding. 

 

Malware. This attack is probably the most effective and hence most successful of all 

types of social engineering attacks due to its pervasive and persistent nature. This attack 

vector is a combination of both psychological and technical ploys and usually feeds on 

unsuspecting average users, a number that runs in thousands (Abraham and Chengalur-

Smith 2010). As the technology that thwarts malware has evolved so has the complexity of 

the malware attacks primarily due to the reason that the psychological tactics of the 

attackers also evolved. Another reason this attack is so successful is because there are so 

many forms and platforms that the attacker can use to unleash these attacks. Today the word 

personal computers has taken a whole new meaning with different form factors available 
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like smart phones and tabloids, all of them having the ability to connect to the web and 

hence all them being viable avenues for attack. 

 

Whatever device and platform used the reason the problem of malware has been so persistent 

is because the attacker is using his social skills in trying to persuade the victim in order to 

perform an action that benefits him. The tactics employed as discussed above can be 

anything that the victim could connect to like curiosity, fear or greed. The following are 

examples of such attacks and the tactics involved that make them successful. 

 

Malware by Email. This is the most prevalent form to launch a malware attack primarily 

due to the ubiquity of the application, it is reported that by 2013 approximately 1.9 billion 

people will be using emails as their primary form of communication (Reardon 2009). The 

tactics used here to persuade the user to perform an action mentioned in the email could be 

by eliciting the victim’s curiosity by using catchy and intriguing lines that make the victim 

open the email. The ‘Lovebug’ worm in 2000 is a great example of this, where the attacker’s 

email had the subject line ‘ILOVEYOU’ and an attachment that looked like a text file which 

made the unsuspecting and curious open the attachment only to be infected with a script 

that sent a copy of itself and everyone in the address book on behalf of the victim. 

 

Malware by Popups. Popups are random alerts messages that open in a new window and are 

usually used as means for online advertising. The attackers use this form of attack to present 

messages that elicit the victim’s fear or greed quotient that will eventually persuade them to 

perform the intended call for action. The recent examples include the emergence of 

‘scareware’ where popups appear that contain a fake message stating that victim’s computer 

has been detected with a virus and that the user has to download a particular anti-virus to 
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remove it (FBI 2010). The typical user panics and downloads the software with the intent to 

fix his computer but in doing so inadvertently infects his computer with malware carried in the 

software. 

 

Malware by Search Engine poisoning. Search engine poisoning (SEP) occurs when the 

attacker lures people to his website by employing certain ‘black hat’ or unethical 

techniques. When the unsuspecting user clicks on the search engine result, because he deems 

it to be relevant to his query, he is redirected to another website that tries to persuade the 

user to download a certain malware. 

 

A typical attack of this form usually kick-starts when there is a significant global event. 

Tools like Google trends are used to monitor such phenomena and whenever a particular 

keyword is found to be trending, the attackers build fake websites seeded with malware and 

expose it to the internet (Townsend 2010). The social engineering angle for this form of an 

attack is in the fact that the attacker is exploiting the trust that users have in the search 

results provided by the search engines to launch the malware attack. SEP is becoming 

increasingly popular as it doesn’t even need to elicit the human emotions required for a 

typical social engineering attack as it is already created through the occurrence of the global 

events. 

 

Malware by Social networking. Attack methods using social networking software is also 

on the rise purely due to the ubiquity of such platforms. Recently Facebook reported to have 

acquired its 500 millionth user (approximately 8.5% of the world’s population) and there 

many such applications that are growing in popularity providing another juicy avenue for 

the attackers to exploit. Twitter, a popular social networking site has been a subject of 
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numerous social engineering attacks. A typical attack is where the attacker creates a fake 

profile that has a message and a link which is a shortened form of a full URL, using services 

like tinyurl.com. The victims are persuaded to click on the link which downloads the 

malware without permission (Naraine 2008). Again, the Social engineering angle here is 

in the fact that the victim’s trust is exploited when he is asked to click on a disguised and 

shortened form of a malicious URL containing malware from a trusted source in his social 

network. 

 

4.5.2.2 Person-Person via voice 

All types of attacks which do not have the attacker’s physical presence but use voice as 

a medium for communication could be slotted into this category. These include the use of 

both the cellular network where the attacker carries out the attack over cell phones and also 

the Internet where the attacker can choose to carry his attack leveraging IP-based voice 

messaging technologies like VOIP. The various types of attacks under this category are 

discussed below. 

 

Vishing. Vishing is the practice of using the cellular network or VOIP into providing 

personal, financial and other sensitive information for personal benefit (Ollmann 2007). The 

attack is analogous to phishing and SMSishing as discussed before but is different in that it is 

carried out over the phone using voice as a medium. A typical vishing attack is when a victim  

gets a phone call with a pre-recorded message asking the victim to call back to verify 

credibility of bank details. When the victim calls the bank an IVR system is set up giving a 

number of options for the victim to choose. Regardless of what option the victim chooses, 

they will hear a message that asks them to authenticate themselves by dialling in their account 
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and pin number. Once the information is provided the call is either terminated or redirected to 

the real customer service leaving the victim in a state of panic.  

 

4.5.2.3 Person-Person via Video 

These types of attacks are the ones where the attacker may use video as a medium 

for communication to orchestrate social engineering attacks. The explosive growth in the use 

of internet and increasing broadband penetration around the world has been responsible for 

the success of websites like YouTube that allow people to share knowledge and 

communicate through videos. A typical attack of this kind could involve circulating a video 

claiming to be a ‘tutorial’ of sorts with a set of instructions to a pre-created problem created 

by the attacker. If an unsuspecting victim who is affected by the pre-created problem comes 

across this video online, he or she will willingly follow the instructions and fall prey to the 

set trap. This type of an attack is quite similar to the reverse engineering technique discussed 

earlier where the attacker lures the victim by claiming that he has a solution to a pre-created 

problem. Though there are no reports of such attacks in the media yet this is a definite viable 

avenue for the hackers to exploit given the number of people who are watching and sharing 

videos online today. 

 

4.6 COUNTERMEASURES  

The most basic definition of social engineering is hacking the human brain. Regardless of 

the technological advances in the security field this form of attack will be persistent as it is 

difficult to upgrade or patch human brains as we can to technology (Townsend 2010). The 

best strategy is to engage in activities that raise the awareness levels of such attacks 

through education. A multi layered strategy that implements training to increase awareness 

and enforces policies like ‘need-to-know’ access should be employed by organizations to 
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mitigate the effect of these attacks. Social engineering is a game and hence the goal should 

be to make things difficult for the attacker and reduce or better remove the fun 

element so that the attacker moves on to a different target. 

 

4.7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we tried to bring some clarity to the different types of social engineering 

attacks through our taxonomy approach. We hope that this taxonomy will be useful to 

organizations to understand the attack vectors better and consequently be useful in building 

robust and effective countermeasures for the threats they impose. There definitely is a 

conscience that this taxonomy may not be complete yet in its entirety and hence we 

welcome any suggestions from the academic community to suggest any edits. The social 

methods employed to get around technological countermeasures is a dynamic process 

where the motivated attacker will always try to up the ante against the victim. As such, we 

will be documenting these changes and will constantly iterate our taxonomy to make it 

current. 
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Figure 4.2: Taxonomy of social engineering attacks 
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5. ARTICLE II - A TYPOLOGY OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING 
ATTACKS – AN INFORMATION SCIENCE PERSPECTIVE 

 

Abstract 

Hackers are increasingly exploiting the social movement on the Internet, which is 

responsible for domestication of the web and its associated technologies, by using novel 

methods of online social engineering. However, there is not enough support in the form of 

published research that can help us gain a holistic understanding of human vulnerabilities 

that are central to online social engineering attacks. This paper extends prior published 

classifications and presents a new typology of online social engineering methods that 

manifest during the various information seeking contexts that users engage while online. 

Concepts borrowed from the field of information science help us to build this typology that 

groups attack vectors with different human information seeking modes. The typology 

can be readily used as educational material to improve end user awareness about online 

social engineering. In addition, the typology can be used as a conceptual starting point for 

future empirical research on human vulnerabilities in different information seeking contexts 

which in turn can inform systems designers to design more effective solutions that can help 

mitigate the effects of such attacks. 

 

Keywords - Home internet users, Online social engineering, Human information 
seeking, Typology 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

While talking about information security it is very common to think about threats that can be 

contained with the help of technical countermeasures such as email filters, network 

firewalls, anti- viruses etc., albeit there is a more subtle form of threat to which here is no 

direct solution. Many organizations are learning the fact that technical countermeasures 

alone cannot provide the required security as “social engineering” provides a means to 

bypass them (Rhodes 2001). Social engineering allows attackers to psychologically 

manipulate their victims to change their behaviour to divulge important sensitive 

information (Townsend 2010). Unlike other security vulnerabilities that are inherent 

to manmade software and hardware systems a key aspect of gaining insight into the nature of 

social engineering attacks involves a significant understanding of how the humans interact. 

The fact that not all humans are unique adds an additional layer of difficulty to 

understand this esoteric attack methodology. 

 

The advent of the Internet and our increasing dependency on it has expanded the threat 

landscape of these attacks. According to a recent report released by Symantec in 2010, 65% 

of the world’s online population has fallen victim to cybercrimes including computer 

viruses, credit card fraud and identity theft (Merritt 2010). Advances in technology that try 

to mitigate the effect of these attacks can be best described as ‘lacking’ partly because of 

the reactive nature of their detection mechanisms and partly because of the irresponsibility 

or ignorance on part of the user. The target demographic for our research is the home 

based internet user, who in the recent years has become an important unit of analysis 

given the range of activities he engages with on the web and yet there hasn’ t  been 

enough research to focus on his training and awareness. Although there are a few published 

empirical studies that have analyzed how people respond to social engineering attacks,  
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majority of them have used phishing as their primary test bed for their research 

(Grazioli 2004; Jakobsson et al. 2007; Vishwanath et al. 2011; Workman 2008b). While 

there are many other vectors that can be categorized as online social engineering attacks, a 

question arises whether there is any other way to understand or explain human 

vulnerability holistically. 

 

In this paper we present a two dimensional typology which could be used to correlate 

aspects of human vulnerability with the efficiency of online social engineering attacks. We 

try to achieve this by looking at the issue from a human web information seeking 

perspective. As such, this study lies at the unique intersection of fields of information 

science and information security. Such a typology we hope would become a conceptual 

starting point to create scope for more in depth research that could lead to developing 

procedures and informing the current information systems development lifecycle to 

mitigate the damages caused by such attacks. 

 

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 5.2 provides the background and motivation 

for the paper. Section 5.3 gives an overview of the different attack vectors that can be classified 

as online social engineering attacks. Section 5.4 gives a brief overview of the information 

seeking field and draws on the results of a specific model that has 3 different modes of 

information seeking. Section 5.5 then presents a two dimensional typology of social 

engineering attacks with respect to the different information seeking modes described in the 

earlier section. In section 5.6 we conclude by discussing the application of this new research 

direction and the opportunities that it presents for the field of information systems 

security field. 
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5.2 MOTIVATION and BACKGROUND 

As organizations started tightening their defences due to an increased focus on information 

security, home based internet-users became attractive targets to cyber-attacks. A majority of the 

home based internet-users are highly unlikely to be trained in internet protection and hence 

become highly vulnerable and easy targets to online hackers and scammers (Pahnila et al. 

2007). Another reason is the domestication of the web in the recent years that has further 

fuelled the extension of the threat landscape into the internet-user’s home. With increased 

adoption of internet based services both through broadband penetration at home and on mobile 

devices this home based internet-user population is only going to grow in the next few years 

(Hechler Baer 2008). Hence, it is important to understand the internet-users’ ability to protect 

their personal information and computing resources from potential compromises. Despite the 

importance of this area the main focus of the behavioural information systems security research 

was carried out in the organizational context, trying to study the organization’s employees’ 

compliance with security policies and procedures (Hansson 2006a; Kritzinger and von Solms 

2010b). While it is important to continue to conduct research in the organizational setting it is 

important not to ignore home based internet-user’s security. In fact, it is the organizations that 

should have a vested interest in enhancing end-user security because a compromised internet-

user’s computer can be used as a bot in a network of compromised computers to launch attacks 

such as denial of service attacks on the organization (Pahnila et al. 2007) 

 

Mitnick and Simon (2003) mention that it is often very hard to detect and almost impossible to 

defend against social engineering attacks. Indeed, most of the literature reflects on the 

importance of internet-user’s security awareness and training programs as the best possible 

way to mitigate the damage caused by these attacks. However, as mentioned before most of this 

research has concentrated on the internet-user’s awareness in an organizational context and not on 
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the internet-user at home. In a more recent study Furnell et al. (2008) argue that the number of 

information security awareness programs available for home based internet-users is far less in 

comparison to that for users in an organizational context. The few awareness programs that are 

available are online programs that are disparate and difficult to find for a novice user. One of the 

main differences that separate home users and non-home users is the fact that in an organizational 

setting, the users are forced to follow security policies laid out by the company and their actions 

are constantly monitored. Home users do not have any such enforcement and for a large part have 

to be self-monitoring and directing. In addition to this, the lack of proper training and knowledge 

will result in internet-users exhibiting unsafe computing behaviours such as browsing unsafe 

websites, downloading suspicious software, sharing passwords with friends and family and not 

protecting home wireless networks making it all the more conducive for a hacker to compromise 

their systems. 

 

Another area that lacks enough research is the consideration of the human vulnerability in the 

design phase of information systems security. The focus of information systems design has 

definitely shifted from the traditional ‘system centered’ approach of the 1970s to the ‘user 

centered’ approach of the late 1980s (Newby 2001). Despite this change, although designers of 

information systems have been successful at including ‘human factors’ they haven’t succeeded at 

integrating ‘human behaviours’ (Furnell et al. 2007). In another earlier study Rouse et al. (1984) 

state that the design methods were limited in their usefulness as a result of neglecting the human 

side in the design process and emphasized the use of context, different information seeking modes 

and various cognitive styles in design. This lack of consideration of human behaviour is what is 

clearly being exploited through attacks that employ social engineering principles that feed on 

human vulnerability. Typically, information systems are developed with adherence to the 

software development life cycle (SDLC) which is a general approach to the development 
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of any information system. Although there are established studies addressing security 

component in the design of information systems (Perse 1990) in the fast moving world of 

“launch and iterate” security has only become a liability than an asset. Based on the above 

arguments it is clear that there is a long way to go before we see elements of human 

behaviour being considered as part of the design process of building an information system 

and hence there is a clear need for some research on the issue. 

 

5.3 ONLINE SOCIAL ENGINEERING – DEFINITION and 
ATTACK VECTORS 
 
The art of deception is central to the success of a social engineering attack. The art itself 

is not new and has been mastered to perfection way before the invention of technology. 

But the advent of the World Wide Web has further augmented the reach and potential of 

such attacks. Laribee (2006a) defined the term “online social engineering” as a way of 

gaining passwords and usernames from people without their permission by targeting 

vulnerable computers online. While that is accurate, the true potential of “online social 

engineering” has spread beyond the mere collection of user names a n d  passwords to 

simple end goals like making the user click on a malicious link that will trigger the 

execution of a script which will then exploit the operating system or web application 

vulnerability. As such, the meaning of online social engineering is defined as the use of 

web in order to influence online user behaviour by exploiting the vulnerabilities in both 

humans and web applications individually or in unison. It is to be noted that although what 

happens after a victim clicks on a malicious link is very much like the traditional technical 

hacking, the initiation of the attack is through setting up a situation that lures the user into 

the trap. This is where the distinction lies between traditional technical security attacks and 

online social engineering. A taxonomy is always useful to gain a better understanding of any 
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phenomenon and to build accurate measures that cater to it. A good taxonomy that is 

mutually exclusive, unambiguous, comprehensive and comprehensible can further explain 

this distinction (Lindqvist and Jonsson 1997). Laribee (2006a) in her thesis suggests 

taxonomy to classify these attacks based on three broad criteria ‘close access techniques’, 

‘online social engineering’ and ‘intelligence gathering’. However, the list of different attack 

vectors that especially fall under online social engineering wasn’t up-to-date while 

‘information gathering’ is not strictly unique to social engineering. A recent study suggests a 

taxonomy that addresses the issues stated above to a fair extent. According to this taxonomy 

online social engineering entails attack vectors like phishing, malware that propagates itself 

through email, social network spam, search engine poisoning and pop-ups (Ivaturi and 

Janczewski 2011). The following sub sections discuss these vectors and extend it with a few 

more. 

 

5.3.1 Phishing 

Phishing is a fraudulent process of acquiring sensitive and personal information by 

masquerading as a trustworthy entity and is mostly carried out over email. Over the years this 

problem has not only grown in size but also in complexity (Lee et al. 2007). Typically the 

attacker generates hundreds of random email addresses and sends a blanket email to all of 

them hoping that at least a small percentage of the potential victims will take the ‘bait’. The 

nature of the bait involves a realistic looking message with a fraudulent call-to-action and a 

website that the attacker uses to collect the victim’s information. This is a type of attack 

where the attacker is deceptively influencing the victim and persuading him to divulge 

sensitive information. 
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5.3.2 Money laundering – Nigerian 419 scam 

The 419 advance fee fraud scam is a money laundering attack mechanism that tries to 

convince a user to take part in some ‘too good to be true’ financial deal. Usually victim users 

are reached through email and through the content of the email they are convinced into 

performing an action that would leave them at a disadvantage (Martzoukou 2005b). An 

example theme of such a scam includes victims being offered a part of a large sum of money 

that is stuck in some bank account of a very rich dead man. The sender then asks for your 

help to move that money into a legitimate bank account while offering a sizeable 

commission. But the sender also asks you to send your bank account details and some 

earnest money to facilitate the transfer. The social engineering angle lies in the pretext of the 

story behind the scam and the leverage of human traits like greed and curiosity to convince 

them to take part. Many other such scams with varying themes have emerged in the past few 

years while the central idea always remained the same. 

 

5.3.3 Malware 

This vector is probably the most effective and hence most successful of all types of social 

engineering attacks due to its pervasive and persistent nature. This attack vector is a 

combination of both psychological and technical ploys and usually feeds on unsuspecting 

average users, a number that runs in thousands (Abraham and Chengalur-Smith 2010). As 

the technology that thwarts malware has evolved so has the complexity of the malware 

attacks primarily due to the reason that the psychological tactics of the attackers have also 

evolved. 

 

Malicious downloads. It is reported that by 2015 approximately 4.1 billion email accounts 

will be used as a form of communication (Reardon 2009) and hence remains the most 
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important malware delivery vehicle for the attackers. The tactics used here to persuade the 

user to perform an action mentioned in the email could be by eliciting the victim’s curiosity 

by using catchy and intriguing lines that make the victim open the email. The ‘Lovebug’ 

worm in 2000 is a great example of this, where the attacker’s email had the subject line 

‘ILOVEYOU’ and an attachment that looked like a text file which made the unsuspecting 

and curious open the attachment only to be infected with a script that sent a copy of itself to 

everyone in the address book on behalf of the victim. The use of ‘Trojans’ is often another 

often well-known attack method that uses social engineering principles in spreading 

malware. The guise is to manifest itself as an executable file of value but which on execution 

runs a script that overwrites system controls. 

 

Malware through pop-ups. Pop-ups are random alerts messages that open in a new window 

and are usually used as means for online advertising. The attackers use this form of attack to 

present messages that elicit the victim’s fear or greed quotient that will eventually persuade 

them to perform the intended call for action. Recent examples include the emergence of 

‘scareware’ where pop-ups appear that contain a fake message stating that victim’s computer 

has been detected with a virus and that the user has to download a particular anti-virus to 

remove it (FBI 2010). Typical users panic and download the software with the intent to fix 

their computer but in doing so inadvertently infect their system with malware carried in the 

software. 

 

Search engine poisoning. Search engine poisoning (SEP) is a method used by attackers to 

lure people to his website by employing certain “black hat” or unethical techniques. When the 

unsuspecting user clicks on the search engine result, because he deems it to be relevant to his 

query, he is redirected to another website that tries to persuade the user to or automatically 
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downloads malware. A typical attack of this form usually kick-starts when there is a 

significant global event. Tools like Google trends are used to monitor such phenomena and 

whenever a particular keyword is found to be trending, the attackers build fake websites 

seeded with malware and expose it to search engine crawlers (Townsend 2010). The social 

engineering angle for this form of an attack is in the fact that the attacker is exploiting the 

trust that users have in the search results provided by the search engines to launch the 

malware attack. SEP is becoming increasingly popular as it doesn’t even need to elicit the 

human emotions required for a typical social engineering attack as it is already created 

through the occurrence of the global events. 

 

Clickjacking. Clickjacking is a relatively recent attack vector that tricks an unassuming user 

to click on a malicious link while the intention of the user is to interact with a legitimate 

website of choice. A typical clickjacking scenario as described by Sood and Enbody (2011) 

involves two websites – Target website T and malicious website M. The target website is 

something that is of high value to the attacker and these include the likes of mail clients, 

online banking and auction sites. The malicious website is something which is in the control 

of the attacker. The attacker then loads a targeted region of T like, placing a bid, creating a 

status message, clearing inbox etc., and places it in an invisible iframe on M. The user 

thinks he is clicking on a regular link on M but actually clicks on a link placed T which is 

juxtaposed with M and gets compromised. The social engineering angle here is in  

 

the lure that the user falls into by clicking the link placed in the malicious iframe. 

Clickjacking scams on Facebook and twitter in recent times have been found to use 

provoking labels like ‘Don’t click’, NSFW (Not safe for work), ‘Shocking scenes’ on the 

malicious page buttons to incite users to click on these bad links (Balduzzi et al. 2010).  
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Malvertising. Over the past decade significant investments have been made by companies 

like Google, Microsoft and Facebook to attract users to online advertisements. Malicious 

agents have taken advantage of this to attract users to malicious websites that serve malware. 

The Web 2.0 functionality has helped the cause by allowing third party users to share their 

content across different networks through widgets, frames and JavaScript banners. Malicious 

agents exploit the vulnerabilities in these widgets and frames to redirect users to malicious 

websites (Katz et al. 1973). This attack method is called as Malvertising or malicious 

advertising and has been reported as one of the biggest malware delivery vehicles in the 

recent past (Coat 2011). The social engineering angle is in the trust that user has in the online 

advertising model – for example it is common for a click on advertisement to redirect to 

another website and this trust makes malicious redirections seem less like a red flag. Also, 

when malicious advertisements appear on well-known websites the trust that users have on 

that website is exploited. For example there were reports of malvertisements on websites like 

the New York times, Facebook and the London stock exchange in the past (Johnson and 

Meischke 1993)  

 

5.4 HUMAN INFORMATION SEEKING BEHAVIOUR 

During the last decade the web has become the prime destination for an increasing number of 

users to find and disseminate information (Martzoukou 2005a). Users have been using the 

web for all kinds of information seeking purposes. As the web moved from its original static 

and passive version of web 1.0 to the current dynamic and active version of web 2.0 it 

allowed the user to don a more active role in the whole web ecosystem. This made the study 

of the user behaviour on the web extremely important to gain a richer understanding of the 

real utilization of the web as an information source. 
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The uses and gratifications theory (UG) which is founded on the assumption that audiences 

are active in their consumption of media content was used to study the different motivations 

of the consumer to use the web (Ivaturi and Janczewski 2013; Levy and Windahl 1984). The 

UG theory was seen well suited to study the Web 2.0 environment as it provided scope for 

high levels of interaction through chatting, using search engines and social network sites etc., 

Some studies that were conducted under the purview of UG theory found that users use the 

web for both instrumental and ritualistic reasons (Rubin 1994). Examples of instrumental 

reasons mentioned in the literature are monitoring current events and issues, searching for 

information to make decisions or accomplishing tasks while examples of ritualistic reasons 

are keeping in touch with friends through email and social networks or using the web for 

entertainment (Hansen and Grossman 2008). Although the UG theory provides a good 

foundation to understand the motivations of users to choose internet for personal 

gratifications, due to some of its fundamental assumptions it does not provide a holistic 

perspective of the actual web behaviour. For example Katz and Blumler (1993) in their 

research mention that one of the assumptions of the UG theory is that audiences are always 

active in seeking for the media outlets for gratification purposes. While this is needed to 

explain the reason why users ‘choose’ a media outlet, it does not explain real user behaviour 

after the media is chosen. For example, experiences like ‘browsing’ which are known to be 

categorized as a passive online task is not catered to by the UG theory. Another assumption 

mentioned in the article was that media always compete with other more conventional and 

traditional sources of need and satisfaction. To study online behaviour this assumption does 

not add any relevance or value as the premise to this study is that the web has become the 

numero uno source of information seeking and gratification over the past decade. 
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Information science on the other hand has evolved into forming strong associations with the 

fields of information systems, computer science and human computer interaction with design 

and development of information systems as its core concepts (Keshavarz 2008). The field of 

information science that deals with the phenomenon of human information seeking behaviour 

is better suited to provide insights into user behaviour on the web. The origin of this field is 

usually attributed to the Royal Society Scientific Information Conference in 1948 that was 

held due to the post World War II increase in the amount of scientific literature that wasn’t 

published until then due to war time restrictions (Wilson 2000). Although initially the field 

had a focus on a ‘system centric’ approach addressing issues related to functionalities of 

information retrieval systems the focus shifted towards a ‘person centered’ approach since the 

early mid-1970s allowing other disciplines like psychology and sociology to inform concerns 

related to information processing and cognition (Wilson 2000). Several researchers like 

Wilson, Dervin, Ellis, and Kuhlthau were responsible for this change by publishing various 

human information behaviour models during the mid-1980s. While organizational 

information seeking was the focus even in this field, Savolainen in 1995 developed the 

Everyday life information seeking model (ELIS) that focusses on a variety of domains in 

which information seeking occurs in our day- to-day lives (Savolainen 1995). The ELIS 

model provided a holistic framework to understand source preferences and use patterns of 

individuals‟ selection and application of the same to solve problems or to make sense of their 

everyday world issues. The value of ELIS over the previous models lies in the differences that 

as the other models try to explain the behaviour of information seeking that starts with an 

uncertainty or knowledge gap the ELIS model starts with a sense of coherence and hence 

provides a holistic explanation of the phenomenon (Rieh 2004). McKenzie (2003b), in her 

study of information practices of 19 Canadian pregnant women with twins, used the ELIS 
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framework to develop a two- dimensional model that describes various modes of information 

practices. 

 

Drawing from the extent literature on information seeking McKenzie originally tends to 

investigate the characteristics of two modes, active and incidental or accidental information 

seeking but quickly identifies inadequacies that arise from her research data. These 

discrepancies eventually led her to come up with the following four modes of information 

practices that can be found be seen in Figure 5.1. The examples used to explain the four 

modes below are hypothetical but fit the descriptions given in the McKenzie model. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: McKenzie’s four modes of information seeking 

 

Active seeking: In which users actively seek for information based on a pre-existing need (a 

goal) and perform a systematic search. Ex: Going into a book store to find a specific book. 

Active scanning: In which the users have identified a particular source as a place they are 

likely to find useful information. They do not specifically have a particular goal in mind while 
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they look at these sources. Ex: Going into a book store without any specific book or title in 

mind 

Non-directed monitoring: In which users serendipitously find information in an unlikely 

place or while scanning information sources that they use daily. Here, users do not have any 

goal in mind and their need triggers when they are exposed to information that they had no 

intention to look for. Ex: Finding a book that you like at a roadside vendor on your way to 

somewhere. 

By proxy: In which users find information through the initiation of another agent. Ex: 

Learning about a new book or title through a friend. 

 

In the next section a typology of online social engineering attacks is presented by grouping 

each attack type described in earlier section with specific information seeking modes as found 

in the McKenzie model. The ‘By proxy’ mode is not used as part of our typology because we 

are interested in analysing individual human vulnerability and not the proxy state of it. 

 

5.5 A TYPOLOGY OF SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACKS 

In this section we present a typology of social engineering attacks based on the likelihood of 

exposure to these attacks for users engaged in each of the three information seeking modes – 

Active seeking, Active scanning and Non-directed monitoring. 

 

5.5.1 Social engineering attacks in the context of active seeking 

Wilson describes the act of active seeking of information as behaviour exhibited by 

individuals when they experience a lack of knowledge about a specific topic (Wilson 2000). 

This goal oriented behaviour helps them to carry out a systematic and pre-planned effort in 

order to the fill the knowledge gap. This effort will involve users formulating and executing 
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planned item queries and repeating the query process until the goal of reducing the 

knowledge gap is fulfilled. Glickman (2005) call this purposive information seeking and 

define it as “the purposive acquisition of information from selected information carriers”. 

Another behaviour that is relevant to the act of active information seeking is principle of least 

effort. According to this principle humans have a tendency to choose and use easily available 

information without consideration of the quality or reliability concerns (Bates 2003). This 

behaviour makes people using search engines and other information retrieval systems 

vulnerable to manipulations especially if they are subtle to draw upon the various personal 

and environmental factors. In a recent study on deception related to Personal recommendation 

agents (PRA), Xiao (2010) study the effects of a deceptive PRA on users’ choice of products 

and found that manipulations made on the recommendations can have a significant effect on 

user’s choice to their detriment.  

 

Appropriately designed information systems like PRAs can effectively reduce the effort 

on the user in finding information quickly and readily, while improving their decision 

quality. Albeit, the degree to which the system actually helps the customer in the search 

process depends on the objective of the person who created the system (Hill et al. 1996). 

With the explosive growth of content on the web, search engines have become the number 

one source for information seeking on the web. The use of search engines on the web can be 

classified as an act of ‘active’ information seeking as after all the user doesn’t randomly sit at 

a computer and start thinking of search queries(Rose and Levinson 2004). Searching is 

merely a means to an end and the need to use a search engine is triggered by an underlying 

goal, an information gap that the user is trying to bridge. 
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5.5.1.1 Mapping 

Accordingly, we can classify search engine poisoning (SEP) described in section 3 as an 

attack vector that can directly affect users who are actively seeking information using search 

engines. Similarly, a malicious download in the form of a Trojan can be classified as an attack 

effecting active seeking users. Although the user might use a search engine to find a webpage 

to download a file, software package etc., the case of malicious downloads in the form of 

Trojans is different from SEP. While SEP leverages the concept of black hat Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO) a malicious download uses plain deceptive techniques to convince the 

user of its value on using it. 

 

5.5.2 Social engineering attacks in the context of active scanning 

The behaviour of active information scanning is a form of regular or habitual information 

acquisition and is different from active information seeking where the behaviour is ad hoc. 

Users who engage in active scanning behaviour spend time at sources that improve the 

likelihood to find useful information. Examples of active scanning are cases where users 

revisit information sources that they’ve found useful in the past or a common place where 

they know that information is collated on a regular basis (McKenzie 2003b). What is specific 

about this mode is that while users engage in this behaviour they do not have any expectation 

to find anything specific (Vandenbosch and Huff 1997). There are references to this form of 

information seeking as being ‘passive and directed’- ‘passive’ because users do not have an 

active need to find anything specific and ‘directed’ because they place themselves in 

situations where they are likely to find useful information (Bates 2003). Other references 

describe this behaviour as ‘conditioned viewing’ where users while actively scanning their 

information sources also differentiate between the different websites or pages that they expect 

to provide relevant information. This habitual differentiation leads to users returning to these 
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websites to regularly browse or to keep abreast of new content through updates (Choo et al. 

1998). Based on the above arguments users that might engage in active scanning of 

information will most likely be users of email, social networks or just bookmarks to regularly 

scan for useful information. Users checking their email as a ritual do not have a specific goal 

in mind but are aware of the fact that they could find potentially useful information based on 

previous experience.  

 

5.5.2.1 Mapping 

Phishing that was discussed in section 2 as a social engineering attack can be categorized as 

an attack vector that can affect users involved in information scanning. Similarly, users 

browsing online social networks spend so much time because they want to keep in touch with 

what’s happening with their friends and family. Again there is no specific goal in mind but 

the user of an online social network knows that there could be potentially useful information 

in the form of a status update from anyone in their network. Accordingly, clickjacking 

discussed in section 3 can also be categorized as a potential attack vector that can affect users 

involved in information scanning behaviours. Also, money laundering or the 419 scam can be 

slotted into this category as the primary vehicle to deliver the scam is through email which as 

discussed before is primarily used for information scanning. 

 

5.5.3 Social engineering attacks in the context of non-directed monitoring 

Non-directed monitoring is the behaviour that involves a user accidently encountering a source 

of useful information in an unlikely place. The user usually is not aware of the need for 

information until he or she encounters it. This behaviour corresponds to passive attention 

Wilson’s (1999) passive attention, Choo et al.’s (1998) undirected viewing and Ross’s (1999) 

finding without seeking. Usually, there are two situations that might emerge in such 
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engagement. One of them is where users might find the information discovered as useful on 

the spot, this is where the information need and acquisition happens simultaneously. Although 

there is no prior cognizance of the information need it is triggered on encountering a specific 

piece of information. This could then lead the user to jump to another information source 

immediately or later in order to satisfy the need. The second situation is the one described by 

(Toms 2000) as the process of serendipitously recognizing the usefulness of information on 

encountering. Although subtle, there is a slight difference between serendipitous encountering 

and the former situation. The oxford dictionary defines serendipity as the occurrence and 

development of events by chance in a happy or beneficial way (Oxford 2012). Although there 

is a significant contribution of chance in inducing serendipity there is an element of 

preparation as well (Foster and Ford 2003). While discussing serendipity in information 

seeking Toms suggests that a person’s prior knowledge together with the understanding of the 

value of the information usually influences the encounter of the information. This reflects the 

existence of a subconscious awareness for what he or she has set out to seek and will 

recognize it when encountered. For this paper we are considering both situations mentioned 

above as a single phenomenon as the common denominator between the two is that a priori, 

there is no intent to seeking information. 

 

In this mode users usually scan large chunks of information from varied sources until 

something catches their attention. They quickly make a decision about the usefulness of the 

information that caught their attention and start the process again. Choo et al. (1998) 

describe this process as ‘starting’ and ‘chaining’ corresponding to the Ellis model of 

information seeking behaviors (Ellis 1989). ‘Starting’ occurs when users begin their 

browsing behavior at preselected default homepages such as news or magazine sites. 

‘Chaining’ occurs when viewers notice items of interest (often by chance) and follow links 
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to gather more information on those items. In another related study, Kwasnik (1992) 

describes the actual physical activities associated with browsing and mentions that users do 

not scan the whole information horizon in a single movement but rather take a glimpse, look 

further at things that might interest them and then take another glimpse and so on. The Ellis 

model of information seeking describes a behavior called ‘differentiating’ that is relevant to 

studying human vulnerability. Differentiating is the act of users filtering and selecting from 

among the sources that were used at the ‘starting’ phase based on differences between the 

nature and the quality of information offered. This act of selection is based on individual’s 

prior experiences, peer recommendations or reviews from credible sources (Ellis 1989). 

 

5.5.3.1 Mapping 

Based on the arguments presented above and mapping them to the list of attacks discussed in 

the section 3 we categorize popups and malvertising as possible vectors for attacks in non- 

directed monitoring mode. Both attack vectors fit the description as the content that they 

deliver are often discovered as a result of some random browsing behavior. 

 

5.6 SUMMARY and CONCLUSION 

The objective of this paper is to primarily build a conceptual foundation for future empirical 

research on online social engineering. The table seen below as figure 2 summarizes our 

discussion and culminates into a two dimensional typology of social engineering attacks. 

One of these dimensions is drawn from the knowledge we have about current vectors that 

should be considered as online social engineering attacks. Typically, although phishing has 

been the attack vector that got the most attention from the academic fraternity we feel other 

vectors mentioned in this paper need to be studied in depth to gain a holistic understanding 

of the current online social engineering threat landscape. From a practitioner standpoint, 
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there is an urgent need to start integrating information about these new vectors into current 

security programs to help spread the awareness, especially amongst home based internet 

users. A recent paper that studied the adequacy of security policies for online banking 

reiterates the point discussed earlier that there is significant focus on educating users about 

phishing, which is good, while lacking significantly on creating awareness on the other 

vectors (Ivaturi and Janczewski 2013). 

 

The other dimension of the typology groups the same attack vectors with different 

information seeking modes of the users on the web. The grouping is based on user behavior 

in each of the three modes and as a result the likelihood of being exposed to the attack 

vectors. This new dimension we hope will open a new avenue to conduct future research on 

online social engineering. For example as part of future research plans and an effort to 

validate the use of the typology, the authors of this paper are in the process of collecting 

research data as part lab based experimental study. The experiment involves randomly 

assigned users performing certain tasks that simulate the experience of engaging in each of 

the three information seeking modes. The experiment’s objective is to test the variance in 

human vulnerability to online social engineering attacks that manifest in various information 

seeking modes. As such, the tasks that the users will perform will be induced with certain 

manipulations to mirror some of the attack vectors that were discussed as part of the 

typology. The experiment will collect data both objectively – from user clicks and 

subjectively – as part of a research instrument. The results of such a study, we hope, can 

inform not only the current training and awareness programs on online social engineering 

but also the systems design fraternity by giving cues to new heuristics. The results of such a 

study we hope, can inform not only the current training and awareness programs on online 

social engineering but also the systems design fraternity by giving cues to new heuristics. 
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Active seeking 

 

Active scanning 

Non-directed 

monitoring 
Phishing  X  
Search Engine 
Poisoning 

X   

Clickjacking  X  
Malvertising   X 
Malicious Downloads X X  

Popups   X 
Money Laundering  X  
 

Table 5.1: A typology of social engineering attacks based on the users’ information 
seeking modes 
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6.0 ARTICLE 3 - SOCIAL ENGINEERING PREPAREDNESS 
OF ONLINE BANKS: AN ASIA PACIFIC PERSPECTIVE 

 

Abstract 

Social engineering is becoming the most prevalent strategy used by hackers today. With 

continually blossoming e-commerce activity on the web, customers adopting online banking 

services will become prime targets for such hackers. As such, banks have a responsibility to 

contain this issue in order to sustain their competitive advantage. Most banks have security 

policies that manifest their strategy to counter hackers and yet social engineering attacks are 

rampant. In this study, we analyse the security policies of online banks from 11 countries in 

the Asia-Pacific region (APAC) region using content analysis to assess their preparedness to 

handle social engineering attacks. The results show that, except for phishing, there is a dearth 

of information regarding new and emerging trends in such attacks. The findings also show 

that although the majority of security best practices include preventive measures, they were 

presented as ‘general tips’. Without specifying the context of an attack providing these tips 

can be seen as an ineffective way of presenting information. 

 

KEYWORDS - Social engineering, security policies, security awareness, online banking, 

content analysis 

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

When talking about information security it is very common to think about threats that can be 

contained with the help of technical counter measures such as email filters, network firewalls, 

anti-viruses and the like. However, there is a more subtle form of threat to which there is no 

obvious solution. It is widely accepted that humans are the weakest link in the security system 
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of any organization (Barber 2001; Barrett 2003; Mitnick and Simon 2003). Hackers have 

been exploiting this fact for many years to gain unauthorized access to systems through the 

use of social engineering methods. Social engineering, in the context of information systems 

security, is any methodology that allows the attacker to trick the victim into divulging 

sensitive information or carrying out a task to the victim’s disadvantage (Townsend 2010). 

Unlike hardware and software vulnerabilities which often can be handled by tightening the 

security parameter and sending an update patch, social engineering is a particularly 

challenging problem as not all humans respond to attacks in the same way. 

 

Like other kinds of cybercrime, social engineering attacks are usually employed for monetary 

gain (Sheldon 2012). The quickest way to achieve this is to steal or get unauthorized access to 

credit card or online banking login information. Accordingly, customers of the online banking 

industry indirectly become the prime targets for these attacks. This is evident in the 

unsurpassed number and variety of banking malware Trojans documented in the past year 

(PandaSecurity 2011). A good example is the persistence and prevalence of Zbot. Also called 

Zeus, the Zbot is a readymade off the shelf malware package that enables the theft of online 

banking credentials and can easily be launched and handled by novice hackers (Falliere and 

Chien 2010). It is widely recognized that the installation of Zbot spreads through the means 

of social engineering schemes such as phishing (Fossl 2009; Steinkamp and Fox 2011). All 

over the world, banks are becoming increasingly reluctant to reimburse people who fall prey 

to such attacks (Mannan and Oorschot 2008). This creates an additional responsibility, 

especially for uninitiated users, to be conscious of their online activity. Users are generally 

poor detectors of attacks and make decisions based purely on intuition. This can be disastrous 

for both banks and customers, especially in the light of new and emerging social engineering 

attacks such as search engine poisoning and social network spam (Ivaturi and Janczewski 
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2011). There is considerable evidence from the practitioner literature that these new attack 

types are already having a significant impact on the world’s internet users (Bluecoat 2012; 

Sophos 2011). 

 

Studies on the adoption of online banking services reveal that negative perceptions of online 

banks’ security and privacy efforts are major barriers to their success (Lichtenstein and 

Williamson 2006; Mukherjee and Nath 2003; Sathye 1999). Customers especially fear having 

their personal information compromised (Mukherjee and Nath 2003). However, no 

organization can be immune to online attacks, especially social engineering attacks that by 

nature invalidate the effectiveness of any technological countermeasures. This necessitates 

the online banking industry to have a vested interest in enabling its customers to employ safe 

web browsing practices. Although many banks publish security best practices on their 

websites one can question the effectiveness of such practices that do not take into account the 

new and emerging attack types. 

 

The primary objective of this study is to assess the adequacy of existing security policies of 

online banks in the Asia-Pacific region (APAC) to handle social engineering attacks. The 

second objective is to analyze and document differences in policies and practice across banks 

in the APAC region. The paper is presented in the following manner. The following section 

gives a brief overview of social engineering techniques, attack types and countermeasures. In 

the next section we discuss the extant literature on information security policies with a 

specific focus on information security policies in online banking. We then discuss our 

research framework. We follow with a methodology section highlighting the procedures 

followed for data collection and analysis. We then discuss the results and end the paper with a 

discussion and conclusion.  
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6.2 SOCIAL ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES 

The art of deception is central to the success of a social engineering attack. The advent of the 

World Wide Web has further augmented the reach of these attacks by lowering the cost per 

target customer. Most social engineers rely on some form of ‘pretexting’ that is initially used 

to establish contact with the potential victim. Pretexting is the act of contriving a fake 

scenario to convince or persuade the potential victim into revealing sensitive information or 

performing actions detrimental to the victim (Irani et al. 2011). This ‘pretext’ is sometimes 

built around a seemingly innocuous piece of information that the victims usually discard as 

unimportant (Mitnick and Simon 2003). Other times the pretext is built to appeal to victims 

who have strong feelings of excitement, fear or greed that the hackers can leverage on 

(Workman 2008b). Most often victims are not aware of the value of the information they 

possess and hence fail to make efforts to protect it. For this reason they tend to divulge 

information or make unnoticeable mistakes that the social engineers leverage on to further 

manipulate the users (Luo et al. 2011).  

 

There are many forms of social engineering attacks that are carried out on the web. Of these 

different forms, phishing is the only social engineering attack type that has obtained both 

academic and practitioner attention. However, as the web grows social hackers are 

increasingly using new forms of social engineering attacks such as search engine poisoning 

and clickjacking (Ivaturi and Janczewski 2011).  

 

The idea of social engineering attacks has its genesis in the use of low-tech or non-

technological means to compromise computers. However, this is changing quickly as social 

engineering attacks grow in sophistication (Abraham and Chengalur-Smith 2010). Attacks 

now include simple end goals like making a user click on a malicious link that will trigger the 
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execution of a script which will then exploit the operating system or web application. It is to 

be noted that although what happens after the user clicks on a malicious link is very much 

like the traditional technical hacking, the initiation of the attack occurs when the user is 

deceived and lured into a trap. That the users are deceived means that such sophisticated 

hacks are still based on social engineering principles.  

 

6.3 COUNTERMEASURES FOR SOCIAL ENGINEERING  

Most studies seem to agree that the best strategy to counter social engineering is to raise the 

awareness levels of potential victims of such attacks (Dodge Jr et al. 2007; Luo et al. 2011; 

Twitchell 2009) A multi-layered strategy that implements training to increase awareness and 

enforces policies like ‘need-to-know’ access should be employed by organizations to mitigate 

the effect of these attacks.  

 

Gartner (2002) introduces a collection of suggested protective approaches that include (1) 

having comprehensive security policies, (2) having a user awareness programme, (3) 

enforcing technical countermeasures (for example, for already known phishing attacks) and 

(4) coordinating information security with plans for overall physical and organizational 

security. 

 

Despite having stringent policies and technical countermeasures in place, studies in 

criminology have shown that hackers and fraudsters target the most vulnerable victims 

(Sherman et al. 1989). Many online banking customers are home-based internet users, who 

are highly unlikely to be trained in information security best practices and thus are easy 

targets for social engineering attacks. In this study, we assume that easy victims are ignorant 

of any information related to social engineering attacks and are not necessarily those who 
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knowingly engage in risky behaviour. This makes education and awareness activities one of 

the most important strategies to fight the problem of social engineering. However, Kritzinger 

and von Solms (2010a) argue that most research has concentrated on the internet user’s 

awareness in an organizational context rather than the home-based internet user. They 

mention that the number of information security awareness programs available for home-

based internet users is far less than that available for users in an organizational context. The 

few awareness programs that are available for home-based internet users are online programs 

that are disparate and difficult for a novice user to find. 

 

6.4 INFORMATION SECURITY POLICIES 

Many studies in the IS security literature highlight the role of security policies and guidelines 

in enhancing the security of the overall organization. While some of these studies are focused 

on developing awareness programmes and policies for employees (Siponen 2000; Thomson 

and von Solms 1998) others are focused on improving employees compliance towards these 

policies (Bulgurcu et al. 2010; Warkentin et al. 2011). It has been shown that users’ 

awareness of security policies directly leads to reduced system misuse or system abuse 

behaviour (D'Arcy et al. 2009). Also, the effectiveness of security best practices has been 

shown to be a predictor of the organizational ability to deter and prevent information security 

attack incidents (Kankanhalli et al. 2003). However, there are not many studies that determine 

the adequacy and the overall effectiveness of the security policies and best practices (Siponen 

2001).  

 

Most research on security policies has been carried out in the organizational context where 

the management is usually highly motivated in driving efforts that lead to employees’ 

increased awareness and compliance with security policies. However, one can argue whether 
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organizations have the same level of motivation and persistence to increase the awareness 

levels of their customers. It has been argued that users usually think that following security 

practices is a hindrance to their productivity levels (Post and Kagan 2007). However, the real 

reason for not complying with security policies is often because of a lack of motivation or a 

lack of knowledge of the security policies themselves (Albrechtsen 2007).  

 

In the case of the online banking industry, security policies and best practice documents are a 

key part a of bank’s information security program. It has been shown that disclosing 

information about security and privacy policies, educating users about the technical 

infrastructure used in protecting assets and providing refund and replacement policies can 

enhance customers confidence in banks (Bose and Leung 2008; Kim and Prabhakar 2004).  

 

6.5 THREATS TO ONLINE BANKING 

That customers are concerned with the security of online banking services is well 

documented (Al-Somali et al. 2009; Cheng et al. 2006; Mukherjee and Nath 2003; Polasik 

and Wisniewski 2009; Suh and Han 2003; Tan and Teo 2000; Zhao et al. 2008). From these 

studies, a common pattern emerges with trust, security and privacy issues being the main 

barriers to the adoption of these services. Generally, the context of security involves two 

major concerns – ‘real’ security concerns and ‘perceived’ security concerns (Schneier 2008). 

The ‘real’ security concerns are the tangible vulnerabilities that can be handled by technical 

countermeasures such as firewalls, rigorous encryption algorithms, digital certificates, 

authentication methods etc. The ‘perceived’ security concerns are much fuzzier, often keep 

changing and have been handled historically through the provision of assurance mechanisms 

and awareness campaigns.  
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Technically, in the case of social engineering it is the user’s fault if they succumb to an 

attack. However, banks should also share the responsibility of preventing their customers 

from becoming victims to such attacks. Studies have shown that users’ share of this 

responsibility is large and unrealistic which can hinder their perceptions of convenience 

associated with online banking (Adams 2011; Mannan and Oorschot 2008). Also, expecting 

customers to use extra layers of technical security mechanisms such as two-factor 

authentication can also contribute to negative usability issues (French 2012). Hence, banks 

have a vested interest in educating their customers about using safe online practices. One way 

of doing this is to have a comprehensive security policy or best practice document that gives 

information about detecting and preventing different types of attacks. 

 

Most organizations, including online banks, have security policies in place that are publicly 

accessible and hosted on their websites. Despite the prevalence of helpful anti-cybercrime 

information, 65% of adults using the internet world wide have been victims of some form of 

cybercrime with the most common form being computer scams, fraud, virus and malware 

(Merritt 2010). This raises questions about the effectiveness of organizational (including 

banks’) security policies. The reason for the purported ineffectiveness could be either the 

extent or scope of information or the freshness of information. 

 

 

6.5.1 Prior studies on online banking security policies 

There are few studies that examine the security policies of the online banking industry. One 

study used content analysis to assess the differences in security policies between online banks 

in Australia and Malaysia from a cultural perspective (Lim et al. 2010). This study focused on 

all aspects of organizational security including physical, administrative and technical 
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countermeasures and included material targeting both banks own employees and customers. 

Another study looked at the phishing preparedness of online banks in Hong Kong by 

analysing security policies published on the banks’ websites (Bose and Leung 2008). The 

authors of this study looked at not only the information quality of the security policies but 

also other variables such as accessibility and website usability for customers and concluded 

that although the banks performed well on providing anti-phishing information they needed to 

do better in making it more accessible to their customers.  

 

6.6 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 

The primary objective of this research is to gauge security policies and best practices of 

online banks by analysing the publicly available security information on their websites. It is 

established knowledge in the information security field that organizations should primarily 

have three main components as part of their security policies – (1) Awareness, (2) Training 

and (3) Education (D'Arcy et al. 2009; Wilson and Hash 2003). However, we chose only to 

include “Awareness” and “Training” components relating to security policies in this study. 

We did not include the “Education” component because it is aimed at educating IT security 

specialists in skills and policies through a formal process– for example through a university 

degree or a professional certification. Below, we discuss the criteria that we used to build the 

research framework. 

 

“Awareness” is defined as the presentation of information intended to inform individuals of 

particular IT security concerns. For example, information can be directed towards raising 

awareness if it is designed to simply brief a particular user on what a computer virus is and 

the potential consequences of being infected with it. Accordingly, for this study we use the 
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descriptions of social engineering attack types as a cue for categorizing information under the 

“Awareness” theme.  

 

“Training” on the other hand is defined as a formal way of building relevant and necessary 

security skills and competencies (Wilson et al. 2009). The difference between training and 

awareness is that while awareness seeks an individual’s attention but does not heed action, 

training is more action oriented enabling users to perform specific functions. Typical training 

exercises include equipping users with management, operational and technical controls that 

will help them detect anomalies.  

 

For this study, in order to analyze the “Training” component of security policies we 

employed the terms (1) Preventive, (2) Detective and (3) Corrective controls that are 

considered as traditional risk management techniques (Alavi and Weiss 1985; Straub and 

Welke 1998). Preventive controls are those that are designed to prevent the occurrence of 

unfavourable events. For example, information about installing firewalls and antivirus etc. 

can be categorized as preventive practices. Detective controls are those that will enable users 

to investigate a phenomenon in question. For example, any policy that helps users detect a 

phishing attack either by checking web logs or the source of an email is a detective practice. 

However, in this study we consider preventive and detective practices as part of the same 

category due to a significant overlap. For example, practices that help users ‘detect’ phishing 

attacks will also enable them to ‘prevent’ future attacks. Accordingly, all information that 

was aimed at aiding the user in detecting anomalies either by analyzing the structural 

elements of the attack type or the content embedded in the attack was categorized under the 

“Training” theme.  
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The third definition, corrective controls, labelled as “Incident handling” was the third theme 

in our framework. This theme was used to represent any information related to corrective or 

recovery practices that allows users to control or limit the damage inflicted by a security 

incident. Therefore any policy or practice that informs users on what to do in the case of a 

security incident was considered as a corrective practice.  

 

In addition to “Awareness” and “Training” we were also interested in seeing what the banks 

are doing to alleviate the perceived security concerns of their customers. Accordingly, we 

used “Bank assurance” as the fourth theme of our framework. This theme represents 

information related to a bank’s assurance of security to its customers. All information related 

to the bank’s promises to secure customers’ privacy and money through a combination of 

policy and technology countermeasures were categorized here.  

 

Table 6.1 below shows an overview of the framework used in the study. The objective of the 

framework is to determine how individual online banks present their security policies and 

best practices, especially information regarding social engineering attacks. We used our 

knowledge of social engineering attack types to form the sub themes for each component of 

our frame work discussed above. Although this framework was built with a focus on social 

engineering attack preparedness the four themes are generic enough to be used as a template 

for other similar studies. We believe that this framework would be useful not only to online 

banks in benchmarking their individual strengths and weaknesses in presenting useful 

information regarding security attacks but would also help their customers to be well 

prepared to tackle such attacks when required.  
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Theme No. Components of a security 

program 

Labels used in the framework 

Theme 1 Awareness Awareness 

Theme 2 Training 

• Preventive controls, 

• Detective controls 

Prevention/Detection 

Theme 3 Training 

• Corrective controls 

 

Incident Handling 

Theme 4 Perceived security 

measures 

Bank Assurance  

 

Table 6.1: Research framework for coding security policies 

 

6.7 METHODOLOGY 

The key steps of the research methodology are listed below. 

6.7.1 Step 1: Identifying online banks 

The first step involved selecting a sample of target banks. For this study, we decided to 

include banks across 11 countries in the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region. We chose the APAC 

region because it represents about 45% of the world’s population. More specifically, the 

APAC region offers interesting diversity in terms of a mixture of developed and developing 

economies. The 11 countries included were Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, India, China, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, the Philippines, Malaysia, and Pakistan. Out of these 11 

countries 6 are considered to be developed countries (Australia, Singapore, Taiwan, Japan, 

Hong Kong, New Zealand) and five are developing countries (India, China, Pakistan, the 

Philippines, Malaysia). This categorization is based on the World Bank’s definition of a 
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developing country having a Gross National Income (GNI) per capita per year of less than 

11,905 USD (ISI 2012). The next step was to choose sample banks from each of these 

countries. Instead of choosing the banks randomly, the top three that handled the largest 

assets from each country were chosen as our target banks. We chose assets as a criterion for 

choosing banks from each country based on the premise that the more assets a bank 

possesses, the higher will be its motivation in providing information regarding security best 

practices. The final sample pool of 32 banks can be found in Appendix A. 

 

6.7.2 Step 2: Retrieving security policies from banks’ websites 

Our unit of analysis was the security policy and best practice documents published on the 

banks’ websites. In order to retrieve information regarding these policies we used the 

following procedure. First, wherever available, links to such security documents were 

accessed directly from a bank’s main webpage. These links were identified by their anchor 

tags (description of hyperlinks) which had keywords such as “security centre” or ‘safe 

banking”. Snowball sampling (Kuzel 1992) was used to further identify more webpages that 

had related security content and were linked from this page. Additionally, queries such as 

[site:<bank’s domain name> online security, site:<bank’s domain name> security tips] were 

used on public search engines for each individual bank to discover other indexed documents 

related to online security. The goal of this technique was to identify all other security related 

webpages that may have been missed out in the snowball sampling process. The above two 

steps were done in sequence for each bank and care was taken to not include repeat 

documents found after the second step. The overall data collection process revealed 94 

different webpages across the 32 banks. The average number of web pages per bank was ~3 

with a statistical range of 6 i.e., the maximum number of webpages found per bank was 7 

while the minimum was 1.  
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6.7.3 Step 3: Analysis & interpretation 

Content analysis was chosen as the methodology for the study, as it provides a means for 

systematically converting textual content into numerical variables for quantitative data 

analysis (Krippendorff 2012). Mostyn (1985) refers to this method as the qualitative tool used 

by researchers to make sense of mass open-ended materials. NVivo 9, a software package 

designed to analyze qualitative data was used and coding was done separately for the banks 

of the 11 countries using the coding framework presented in the earlier section. Before the 

actual coding began we ran a pilot test with one of the authors and an information systems 

postgraduate student who was not directly involved with the study. The pilot was conducted 

on 5 randomly chosen banks in the sample pool in order to test the coding framework. A 

cluster analysis based on word similarity, which is an inbuilt feature in NVivo, was 

performed which revealed that the same codes were grouped together, which showed 

consistency in coding. In addition, both testers found that general internet scams like email 

offers for money laundering, fake job offers etc., were consistently discussed as part of the 

security policies that did not fit in any of the existing sub themes of the framework. 

Accordingly, ‘General scams’ was added as an additional sub theme. The full framework 

with the main themes and all the sub themes and their descriptions can be found in Table 6.2.  
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Theme Description 

Awareness 

Phishing A definition and description of the nature of a phishing attack. 

Malware 

 

Definitions or descriptions of various types of malware attacks 

including malware through email, search engines and pop-ups. 

Social network spam Definition of attacks such as clickjacking that affect users of 

social networks such as Facebook, twitter etc., 

General scams Descriptions of general internet scams such as email scams and 

419 Nigerian fraud. 

Prevention/Detection 

Phishing tips Information on tips and techniques that are targeted at detecting 

phishing attacks. 

Malware tips Information on tips and techniques that are targeted at detecting 

malware attacks including, search engine poisoning and pop-

ups. 

Social network spam tips Best practices to safeguard personal information when using 

social networks. 

Computer housekeeping Information on how to safeguard a computer from being 

technically compromised with viruses and spyware. 

Password best practices Information or policies on password management. 

Browser best practices Information on how to use the browser to detect potential 

attacks. 

Technical 

countermeasures 

Best practices information on using technical countermeasures 

such as OTP or Two Factor Authentication. 
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Incident Handling 

Phone or email Information on what needs to be done when compromised or 

when there is suspicion of a potential threat. 

Bank Assurance 

Money  Policies or statements about bank’s assurance of customers’ 

money 

Privacy Policies or statements about bank’s assurance of customers’ 

privacy. 

Technology Bank’s assurance of using the state of the art technology in 

keeping user accounts safe. 

User involvement Bank’s policy that emphasizes users’ responsibility in 

safeguarding their personal information. 

 

Table 6.2: The full framework including the definitions for the sub themes 

 

6.8 RESULTS 

A total of 555 references were identified according to the coding framework from the 94 

documents that were sourced. Table 6.3 shows the frequency count in terms of proportion of 

references (PR) which was calculated as a percentage of the number of references for a 

specific theme over the total number of references across all the themes. For example, the 

theme ‘Awareness’ including all its subthemes had 119 references out of the overall 555 

references. Accordingly, the PR for ‘Awareness’ as an overall theme is (119/545)*100 = 

21.44%. The PR figure thus allowed us to aggregately measure the focus areas in the 

presented information. 
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Overall, it was found that there was a high degree of focus on ‘Prevention/Detection’ with a 

PR of 56.22 %. The second theme with the highest PR was ‘Awareness’ at 21.44% followed 

by ‘Bank Assurance’ and ‘Incident Handling’ with a PR of 16.22 % and 6.13 % respectively. 

Table 3, also shows the PR for each sub theme of each of the main themes. The highest PR 

among the sub themes of ‘Prevention/Detection’ was for ‘Browser best practices’ closely 

followed by ‘Password tips’. Information in both these sub themes was not presented in the 

context of the specific new social engineering attacks discussed earlier. However, the nature 

of the information presented is relevant and contributes to the overall safety of the user. 

Social engineering attack specific detection information appeared in moderation with 

‘Phishing tips’ having a PR of 5.05 % of the share while malware specific references 

(‘Malware tips’) had a PR of 6.49% of the share.  

 

Under the theme ‘Awareness’, the sub theme ‘Phishing’ (PR of 7.03%) was found to be the 

most discussed followed by a variety of definitions for ‘Malware’ (PR of 6.85%) including 

viruses, Trojans and spyware. Almost negligible references were found to be directly 

addressing the nature of the new attack types such as search engine poisoning, while there 

was relatively sparse mention of malware spreading through fake pop-up advertisements. 

Information on threats through social networks (PR of 1.26%) was also found to be minimal. 

This tends to show that the banks are yet to acknowledge the significance of threat through 

attacks such as clickjacking. On the other hand there was relatively healthy evidence (PR of 

6.31%) that banks have recognized the impact of general internet scams such as 419 Nigerian 

fraud and its different variants. The sub themes of ‘Bank Assurance’ described the various 

ways in  

which banks provide information about assuring customers of the safety of their money and 

personal information. It was not surprising that the most references found in this theme were 
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primarily technology assurances (PR of 7.57%) where banks mention the implementation of 

state of the art encryption and security systems that are put in place to safeguard their internal 

servers from sophisticated attacks. The least PR in this theme were for the assurances from 

the banks that they will reimburse customers’ money (PR of 1.98%) if they fall prey to a 

genuine attack. ‘Incident Handling’ was found to have the least PR with most banks 

suggesting customers contact them through phone or email, either to notify that they have 

fallen victim to online fraud or to report suspected internet fraud.  

 Theme Proportion of references (%) 

Awareness 21.44 

Phishing 7.03 

Malware 6.85 

Social networks 1.26 

General scam 6.31 

Prevention/Detection 56.22 

Phishing tips 5.05 

Malware tips 6.49 

Computer housekeeping 7.75 

Social networking tips 0.54 

Mobile tips 5.05 

Password tips 11.71 

Browser best practices 12.43 

Technical countermeasures 7.21 

Incident Handling 6.13 

Phone or email  
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Bank Assurance 16.22 

Privacy  4.14 

Money  1.98 

Technology 7.57 

User Involvement 2.52 

  

Table 6.3: Proportion of references at the theme and sub theme level 

 

6.8.1 Country Level Analysis 

We used two main measures for the country level analysis. First, we calculated the total 

number of coded references (TCR) across all themes and sub themes for each country. While 

we did that we also noted the number of coded references (CR) per theme/sub theme for 

future analysis. Then, we calculated the average number of coded references (ACR) per 

country for the sample 11 countries, which was calculated as the sum of references for all 

countries over the total number of countries. 

 

We then compared each country’s TCR to the ACR. The ACR was computed to be 50.45 

with a standard deviation of 22.99. It can be seen from Figure 6.1, which shows this 

information graphically, that all developed countries except Taiwan and Japan were above the 

ACR. Although banks from Taiwan were well below the ACR, banks from Japan scored just 

short of the mark with a TCR of 50. Similarly, all the developing countries were below the 

ACR with the exception being India which had a TCR of 65. Singapore was the country with 

the highest TCR of 94 while the country with the least TCR of 16 was Taiwan.  
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Regarding individual theme level differences between the countries, for online banks in 

countries whose score was above ACR, the four themes were almost in proportion with the 

exception of a few differences. For example, although online banks from India scored highly 

on CR for the theme ‘Prevention/Detection’ (CR=42) they scored relatively low on both 

‘Bank Assurance’ (CR=9) and ‘Incident Handling’ (CR=2). Although Japan’s banks scored 

just below the ACR they had the highest score for the theme ‘Awareness’ (CR=19) compared 

to the banks from any other country. For the countries whose online banks scored below the 

ACR, the only common theme among these countries was that there was a good 

representation for the theme ‘Prevention/Detection’ across the board. Also, it was interesting 

to see that while Chinese banks scored well on ‘Prevention/Detection’ (CR=34), faring better 

than some of the ACR countries’ banks, their overall score was pulled down due to poor 

performance on the rest of the themes. On the other hand, while the Philippines scored overall 

the second lowest score across the 11 sample countries (TCR=24) it had the third highest 

score on the theme ‘Bank Assurance’.  

 

Figure 6.1: Overall country level differences in the four main themes with the ACR line. 
(Order: legend- read left to right, on the bars – read bottom to top) 
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6.8.2 Theme/Sub Theme Level Analysis 

Awareness. Figure 6.2 below shows how the 11 sample countries provided information on 

the theme ‘Awareness’ and its various sub themes. Information defining ‘Phishing’ was 

found in most banks of all representative countries except in the Philippines where none of 

the banks explicitly furnished any information about this specific attack type. An example 

quote defining phishing is: “Phishing is a form of social engineering attack used by cyber 

criminals to steal sensitive information. Customers of leading Banks throughout the world 

have been a target of Phishing. Phishing uses Spam mails to deceive consumers to disclose 

their credit card numbers, bank account information, passwords, and other sensitive 

information.” (PNB#, Appendix A).  

 

Information related to the ‘Malware’ sub theme scored a close second place in this category 

with some interesting insights. Banks from China and India that scored relatively well on the 

other themes performed poorly on the Malware awareness sub theme. It was interesting to 

find that although banks from these countries used terms such as ‘Virus’, ‘Worms’ and 

‘Trojans’ as part of the Malware sub theme of ‘Prevention/Detection’, they did not present 

any information related to the definition or meaning of any one of them. An example of such 

a reference is: “Installing security applet may prevent other persons from controlling your 

computer and stealing your user name, password and other important data by worms (e.g. 

Trojan software).” (BOC#, Appendix A). As a result, novice users who are not aware of the 

nature of a computer worm or a Trojan software will tend to develop incomplete 

understanding which could reduce the effectiveness of the bank’s security awareness efforts.  

 

On the other hand, banks that were found to have information related to raising the awareness 

of their users focused only on generic definitions such as virus and worms. An example quote 
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is “A computer program designed to replicate by copying itself into other programs stored in 

a computer. It may be harmless but usually has a negative effect, such as slowing your 

computer down or corrupting its memory and files.” (HSBC#, Appendix A). What was 

missing, though, was information related to specific attack types, especially the new ones, 

which act as delivery vehicles for these threats. In addition to knowing what threats exist, it is 

important for users to understand the different delivery mechanisms of these threats for them 

to be better prepared. 

 

The sub theme ‘General scams’ had the third place with information related to email fraud 

popularly known as 419 Nigerian scams with its variants such as employment and lottery 

scams. This attack type has grown in significance over the years with many innocent victims 

getting caught in the trap of a social engineer who convinces the victim of earning large sums 

of money or a lucrative employment package. All sample countries except China, the 

Philippines and Taiwan were found to have information on this sub theme. An example quote 

found that relates to the 419 scammers “This involves unsolicited letters and e-mail messages 

offering the recipient a generous reward for helping to move large sums of money, usually in 

US dollars. These funds are said to be anything from corporate profits/accumulated 

bribes/unspent government funds to unclaimed money belonging to a deceased person.” 

(HSENG#, Appendix A). Consistent with the aforementioned Malware sub theme, 

information related to definitions or general descriptions social network threats were found to 

be sparse and vague and were being provided without any context. An example quote found 

was: “Social networking sites such as Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn are a great way to 

keep in contact with friends and update professional associates. Unfortunately they also offer 

cyber criminals another way to gather information about you.” (COMW#, Appendix A).  
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Figure 6.2: Country level differences of ‘Awareness’ with its sub themes. (Order: 
legend- read left to right, on the bars – read bottom to top) 

 

Prevention/Detection. For the banks from all the 11 sample countries it was overwhelmingly 

evident that there was a keen focus on sharing information that is aimed at helping their 

customers detect online fraud and prevent them from falling victim to attacks. However, as 

can be seen from Figure 6.3, the bulk of these detection tips fall in the category of ‘Browser 

best practices’ which deals with information related to helping customers detect anomalies in 

the browser. The most common information found for this theme was related identifying 

whether a website that a customer deals with is using a secure http protocol or not. An 

example quote is: “Before providing your user id and password please ensure that the URL 

of the login page starts with the text ‘https://’ and is not ‘http:// ‘.The 's' stands for 'secured' 

and indicates that the Web page uses encryption.”, (SBI#, Appendix A). The second most 

popular category of references was the sub theme ‘Password tips’. Common information 

found under this sub theme was either emphasising the importance of keeping passwords safe 
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secret, changing it regularly (we recommend monthly), not recording it anywhere and making 

it known ONLY to you.”(NAB#, Appendix A). Although some may define social engineering 

as a way of gaining passwords and usernames from people without their permission by 

targeting vulnerable computers online (Abraham and Chengalur-Smith 2010; Laribee 2006a), 

the true potential of these attacks are in their ability to gain access to victim’s computers 

through seemingly innocuous requests to click on malicious links. ‘Computer housekeeping’ 

was also found to be popular as it deals with information related to keeping computers up to 

date with the latest patches of anti-virus and anti-spyware programs. Technically this practice 

does not plug vulnerabilities specific to social engineering attacks, especially zero day 

attacks, but it is important as a basic first level defence against known signatures of viruses 

and worms. 

 

‘Prevention/Detection’ tips for specific social engineering attacks were moderately low. Of 

all phishing related detection information the most found was about the fact that a bank or 

any of its staff would never ask for customers’ bank account details under any circumstances. 

An example quote is: “ICICI bank will never send e-mails that ask for confidential 

information. If you receive an e-mail requesting your Internet banking details like your PIN, 

password, account number, you should not respond.” (ICICI#, Appendix A). In spite of the 

increase in malware activity over the past couple of years (PandaSecurity 2011), little or no 

information was found on most of the emerging social engineering malware attacks. The most 

‘Prevention/Detection’ information found for malware was regarding downloading content 

from unknown websites. For example: “To prevent spyware installation without your 

consent, remember not to download any freeware onto a computer that you use to access 

Internet banking.”(HSENG#, Appendix A).  
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There was no information found regarding search engine poisoning attacks and only a 

negligible amount of information on malware through pop-ups. Moreover, banks from only 

Australia and Singapore (both scored above the ACR) were found to discuss threats related to 

using social networks. This finding is something to be concerned about because with about a 

billion people on the web subscribed to these social networks it is imperative that banks take 

this form of threat seriously and help customers deals with such attacks. An example quote 

found on this sub theme is: “Would you want your information posted on social networking 

sites to be freely accessible to everyone on the Internet? Reports have shown that 42% of 

users do not restrict access to their information. Social networking sites typically have 

settings that allow you to control who can see what you have posted. You may wish to choose 

the settings best suited to your preferences.” (UOB#, Appendix A). Overall, although banks 

of most countries emphasize prevention and detection related information, it seems that this 

information is not aligned with the specific instances of known attack types. Especially, 

information regarding the new and emerging social engineering attack types was found to be 

scanty. It is therefore recommended that the banks make their prevention and detection 

related information more contextual to make it more meaningful and consequently useful. 
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Figure 6.3: Country level differences of ‘Prevention/Detection’ related information with 
its sub themes. (Order: legend - read each ‘row’ wise, on the bars – read bottom to top) 

 

 

Incident Handling. From Figure 6.4 it is evident that most banks from all the sample 

countries present information related to this theme. Some of this information was regarding 

what needs to be done when a user’s bank account information becomes compromised. For 

example: “If you believe your online security has been compromised, please call us 

immediately on 1300 651 656, 8am-9pm Mon-Fri or 9am-6pm Sat and Sun” (NAB#, 

Appendix A). Others recommended and encouraged users to report any suspicious or 

confirmed fraudulent activity that they might observe. For example: “If you receive an e-mail 

claiming to be from ICICI Bank regarding updating sensitive account information like PIN, 

password, account number, let us know by forwarding the e-mail to 

antiphishing@icicibank.com” (ICICI#, Appendix A). It was evident that the best course of 

action that most banks recommend is to immediately contact them in case of a security 
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incident so that they can take appropriate action such as freezing the customers’ account to 

mitigate the effect of the security incident. 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Country level differences for Incident Handling. 

 

Bank Assurance. Part of providing a perceived sense of security is through trust building 

mechanisms such as verbal assurances (Grazioli and Jarvenpaa 2000). As can be seen in 

Figure 6.5, the main pattern we found across banks in all the sample countries was in the 

form of references to ‘Bank Assurance’ through technology. Most banks claimed to use state 

of the art encryption systems, firewalls and other security mechanisms that guarantee to 
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we will contact you and temporarily freeze your Internet Banking access in order to prevent 

further fraudulent transactions”. (ANZ#, Appendix A).  

 

Given the popularity of the term ‘Privacy’ in the media it was not surprising to find that most 

banks from all sample countries provided assurances of protecting customer privacy through 

their privacy policies. The most interesting insight in this category, though, was that some 

banks guaranteed financial support to their customers for security incidents to which they are 

not directly responsible for. For example, banks from Australia, New Zealand and Singapore 

provided security assurance to their customers by guaranteeing to reimburse any money lost 

due to genuine internet fraud. An example quote is: “The safety of your money is 100% 

guaranteed. This means we’ll cover any loss should someone make an unauthorised 

transaction on your account using NetBank – provided you protect your Client number and  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Country level differences of ‘Bank Assurance’ with its sub themes. (Order: 
legend - read left to right, on the bars – read bottom to top) 
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Password and immediately notify us of the loss, theft or misuse of your password and of any 

suspicious activity on your account” (COMW#, Appendix A). Although the above quote 

suggests that that there is some user responsibility involved, this is still a big claim and 

something that definitely enhances customers’ perceived sense of security. As can be seen, 

the banks that did provide such an assurance were also incidentally the countries that had the 

highest TCR scores. 

 

6.9 DISCUSSION  

The findings presented above provide two main insights that address our research objective of 

assessing the preparedness of online banks across different countries in APAC region in 

dealing with the impact of social engineering attacks.  

 

First, phishing is the only social engineering attack type that the banks provide detailed 

information about – including a definition of what a phishing attack is and ways to detect 

deception. This single focus could be because most of the pretexts used in phishing attacks 

are often related to an online banking scenario. However, there is a serious dearth of 

information about new and emerging attack types such as search engine poisoning and 

clickjacking as online banks are yet to acknowledge the potential of these new threats. There 

are around a billion people spending close to 6 hours a day on social networks (Nielsen 2012) 

while there are about 5 billion search queries made on Google in a single day (Comscore 

2013). Given these statistics there is an equal if not higher probability that online users will 

be victims of these new attacks when compared to phishing. So, it is highly recommended 

that the banks should constantly revise and update their security information as and when new 

attack types are discovered.  
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Second, the majority of the information presented on security best practices is generic and 

requires more contextual information. For example, instead of spending time in just educating 

users on the definition of a ‘virus’ or a ‘worm’ and the differences between them, it is much 

more useful to alert users to the different delivery methods through which they could be 

infected. For example, it is not really the virus or the worm per se that is dangerous but rather 

the behaviour of users when engaged online such as downloading software or shopping from 

relatively unknown websites that makes them vulnerable. Hence, it is very important for 

policy makers to be aware of different attack scenarios and include them as part of the 

security awareness efforts.  

 

Other findings were related to our secondary objective of trying to find the inter-country 

differences across the APAC region in terms of security best practices and policies. We found 

that most developed countries scored well on our assessment framework. The only 

developing country that did well on our assessment framework was India. This could either 

be explained by the healthy economic growth that the country has seen over the past decade 

or the astounding growth projections for ecommerce in the future, which is set to triple to 330 

million users by 2017 (Arvind Subramanian et al. 2013). Accordingly, one could argue that 

with this kind of growth rate organizations, including online banks should be highly 

motivated to provide the best possible service experience to their customers. Among the rest 

of the developing countries the focus of online banks was more on providing generic tips for 

‘Prevention/Detection’ without educating customers on the context of different attack types. 

 

Finally, what was also interesting was that most developed countries were overall much better 

at providing assurances, both technical and financial, to alleviate and address any perceived 

security concerns that their customers might have. However, it is yet unclear and out of the 
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scope of this study to understand whether this is because of the confidence in the efficiency of 

their security infrastructures or due to the effectiveness of their security awareness programs.  

 

6.10 CONCLUSION 

In this study we analyzed the security best practices and policies shared by online banks 

across multiple countries to identify the focus areas and more specifically to gauge the level 

of preparedness to deal with social engineering attacks. The study has both conceptual and 

managerial contributions. We believe that we fill a gap in the literature by providing a 

framework that allows banks to assess the adequacy of security best practices stacked up 

against a variety of existing and emerging social engineering attacks along with an 

assessment of important facilitators addressing the perceived sense of security concerns. This 

research, we hope, will add to the growing literature on the assessment of information 

security policies and best practices and could encourage users to build similar frameworks in 

other domains that deal with sensitive personal information such as government organizations 

and ecommerce retailers. The findings of this study also have managerial implications as 

bank managers can readily make use of the framework used in this study to benchmark and 

assess their current security policies and make any changes as needed.  
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APPENDIX A  

 

Country Bank Name Reference 

Commonwealth Bank - 
www.commbank.com.au/ 

COMW# 

Westpac – www.westpac.com.au WPAC# 

 

Australia 

National Australian Bank – 
www.nab.com.au 

NAB# 

DBS – www.ddbs.com DBS# 

OCBC – www.ocbc.com OCBC# 

 

Singapore 

UOB - www.uob.com.sg/ UOB# 

Bank of China – www.boc.cn BOC# 

China Construction Bank – www.ccb.com CCB# 

 

China 

ICBC – www.icbc.com.cn ICBC# 
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MayBank – www.maybank.com MAYB# 

CIMB – www.cimbclicks.com.my CIMB# 

 

Malaysia 

Public Bank – www.pbebank.com PBE# 

Mitsubishi UFJ – www.mufg.jp/english MUFG# 

Mizuho Group –  
www.mizuho-fg.co.jp/english/ 

MIZU# 

 

Japan 

Sumitomo Mitsui -
www.smfg.co.jp/english/ 

SMFG# 

BDO Unibank – www.bdo.com.ph BDO#  
Philippines 

Metrobank – www.metrobank.com.ph MEB# 

Bank of Taiwan – 
www.bot.com.tw/english/ 

BOT# 

Cathy United Bank – 
www.cathaybk.com.tw 

CUB# 

 
Taiwan 

Citibank Taiwan – www.citibank.com.tw CIT# 

HSBC - www.hsbc.com.hk HSBC# 

BOCHK - www.bochk.com BOCHK# 

 

Hong Kong 

Hang Seng – www.hangseng.com HSENG# 

State Bank of India – www.sbi.co.in SBI# 

Punjab National Bank – www.pnbindia.in PNB# 

 

India 

ICICI Bank – www.icicibank.com ICICI# 

National Bank of Pakistan – 
www.npb.com.pk 

NPB# 

Habib Bank – www.hbl.com HBL# 

 

Pakistan 

United Bank – www.ubl.co.pk UBL# 

ANZ Bank – www.anz.co.nz ANZ# 

Bank of New Zealand – www.bnz.co.nz BNZ# 

 

New Zealand 

Westpac NZ – www.westpac.co.nz WEPNZ# 
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7. ARTICLE 4: EFFECT OF FRAME OF MIND ON USERS’ 
DECEPTION DETECTION ATTITUDE AND BEHAVIOURS  

 
 
 
Abstract 
 

As the World Wide Web grows, the number and variety of deceptive attacks targeting online 

consumers likewise increases. Extant research has examined online deception from an 

information processing perspective, that is, how users process information when they 

encounter deceptive attacks. However, users’ ability to process information is based on what 

the users are thinking or their frame of mind while engaged with that information. Frame of 

mind has not been well studied in the security domain. This study explores the effect of users’ 

frame of mind on their attitude towards online deception and their actual deception detection 

behaviour. Specifically, we propose that human information needs and the framing (positive 

or negative) of important information such as warnings are significant components of users’ 

frames of mind that impact their vulnerability to online attacks. Results show that while 

information seeking frames have an effect on users’ actual deception detection behaviour, 

warning frames have a positive effect on users’ attitude towards deception. Interestingly, the 

findings also suggest that there is a disconnect between what users believe (attitudes towards 

online deception) and how users behave (actual deception detection behaviours). 

 

Keywords - Online deception, frame of mind, information seeking, information processing  
 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Cybercrime is a growing and unsolved phenomenon which continues to cause significant 

costs to both individuals and organizations. It is estimated that 65% of people using the 

Internet have been subjected to some form of cybercrime (Norton 2010). The annual turnover 
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of the global cybercrime industry is estimated at US$ 1 trillion (Kshetri 2010; Menn 2010a). 

Most modern cybercrime does not rely wholly on technological mechanisms to overcome 

security systems. Instead, it relies mostly on human behaviour (Townsend 2010). Thus, 

modern computer security relies on users to make the correct decisions when faced with a 

cyber-attack. Unfortunately, extant research tells us that users often make poor decisions 

when faced with cyber-attacks (Ekman 2009). 

 

Most research that examines users’ ability to detect online deception leverages on the 

mechanics of human information processing (Biros et al. 2002; Burgoon and Buller 1996; 

Johnson et al. 2001). One underexplored, but likely predictor of human information 

processing (and therefore a user’s ability to detect online deception), is a user’s frame of 

mind. This, in turn, can be affected by the activity the user is performing. As an analogy, 

consider how a user’s frame of mind influences driving safety. Substantial research has 

shown that other activities the user is performing while driving such as making or receiving a 

mobile phone call or using a hands-free device impacts driving safety performance 

(Redelmeier and Tibshirani 1997). Accordingly, the distracted frame of mind compromises 

driving safety. In the same way, we argue the user’s vulnerability to online attacks depends 

directly on the user’s frame of mind while performing tasks.  

 

Online users engage with different kinds of web applications to cater to their multitude of 

information needs. Accordingly, users’ specific frame of mind has an effect on the kind of 

information that users are in need of and the methodology employed to seek for it. For 

example, if a person is looking for a very specific piece of information, the person will 

probably use a search engine. In contrast, if this person is not looking for anything specific, 

but is willing to serendipitously discover information, the person might just spend time 
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browsing a newsgroup or forum. Finally, users of email and social networks are not looking 

for anything specific but are constantly monitoring their accounts to find useful information. 

Another factor that affects the user’s frame of mind is whether the user views an information 

source as suspicious or not (e.g., the user has been warned).  

 

Leveraging on research on human information behaviour, we argue that the particular activity 

users perform influences their frame of mind, thereby making them more or less vulnerable to 

attacks. We test our hypotheses using a experiment that exposes the same set of users to 

different activities to determine if their ability to detect deception differs. Our paper 

contributes to research in three ways. First, our paper demonstrates that users engaged in 

active seeking (e.g., searching the web) are more vulnerable to cyber-attacks than users 

engaged in non-directed monitoring (e.g., browsing forums), who are in turn more vulnerable 

than those engaged in active scanning (e.g., reading email). Furthermore, users who are 

warned are less vulnerable than users who are not. Finally, methodologically we contribute to 

the literature by demonstrating that for security-related issues, user descriptions of their 

performance may not correlate with actual user performance. 

 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a brief overview of the 

background literature on online deception. We then build our argument towards the frame of 

mind concept, leveraging on the information seeking and security awareness literature. In the 

following section we present our research model and supporting arguments for the 

hypotheses. Next, we discuss in detail the experiment and the procedures involved along with 

information about the sample. We then discuss our findings and conclude with contributions 

to both theory and practice. 
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7.2 BACKGROUND AND PRIOR LITERATURE 

It is widely accepted that humans are the weakest links in any security infrastructure (Mitnick 

and Simon 2003). This has prompted many IS security researchers to study the phenomenon 

of human behaviour and decision-making ability in the light of security attacks. The majority 

of such studies find that humans, even experienced ones, are poor detectors of deception 

(Ekman 2009; Grazioli 2004; Grazioli and Jarvenpaa 2000). Most of such studies have 

adopted a view that when users encounter any information-laden stimulus, they process or 

interpret information in the stimulus to make decisions about the credibility of the 

information. For example, Interpersonal Deception Theory suggests that users process both 

verbal and non-verbal cues to make decisions about the credibility of the communicator 

(Burgoon and Buller 1996). In the case of a cyber-attack, the stimulus is usually the deceptive 

information embedded in the attack. Users often engage and seek for such stimuli as they may 

contain information of value or interest.  

 

Similarly, the Theory of Deception posits that most users follow a cognitive link or path that 

enables them to make judgements about the credibility of a stimulus that they are exposed to 

(Johnson et al. 1992). Users base these judgements on similarities to either previous 

experience, or their inherent or trained technical ability. For example, some users interpret 

assurance mechanisms such as certificates, seals or testimonials as cues for credibility based 

on their previous experiences (Chang et al. 2013; Grazioli and Jarvenpaa 2000; Kim and 

Benbasat 2006).Others process or interpret structural attributes of the stimulus and the 

information embedded within based on their inherent or acquired expertise (Jakobsson et al. 

2007; Vishwanath et al. 2011). Research on phishing has shown cues such as source of the 

email, grammar, spelling and title as salient factors in detecting phishing attacks (Vishwanath 

et al. 2011). 
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Other studies suggest factors such as risk propensity, self-efficacy, personal knowledge and 

level of involvement are correlated with deception detection accuracy (Chen et al. 2011; 

Vishwanath et al. 2011). Individual factors hypothesized to affect phishing detection accuracy 

include gender (Dhamija et al. 2006), and personality traits such as commitment, trust and 

fear (Workman 2008a). Underlying these factors is the idea that people process information 

to detect deception.  

 

However, how people process information depends partly on their frame of mind. For 

example, it is widely recognized that users who are put into a cautious frame are less likely to 

be victimized by security attacks than those who are not (Biros et al. 2002; George et al. 

2004a). While this is recognized, most research does not take frame of mind into account 

when examining the empirical evidence.  

 

7.2.1 Frame of Mind 

There is plenty of research demonstrating that users’ frames of mind impact their 

performance. As a simple illustration, the level of stress the user feels impacts performance 

(Mann 2010). Furthermore, the activity a user performs directly impacts their frame of mind. 

For example, people on a mobile phone are distracted, and drivers who are in a distracted 

frame are four times more likely to have an accident (Redelmeier and Tibshirani 1997). 

 

This research attempts to test if the user’s frame of mind impacts their deception detection 

ability. There are, of course, multiple ways to alter a user’s frame of mind. In this research, 

we manipulate users’ (1) need for information and (2) security consciousness. 
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7.2.1.1 Need for information 

Most studies on security-related deception employ the context of email use and phishing 

(Jakobsson et al. 2007; Vishwanath et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2009; Workman 2008b). 

However, the majority of users spend time on the Internet on application types other than 

email. The question thus arises as to whether users engaged with web applications other than 

email are in a frame of mind different from users using email and hence are more or less 

vulnerable to security attacks. For example, a user’s frame of mind when using a search 

engine is entirely different from that when he/she checks email or browses the web. It has 

been shown that users’ need for information has an effect on their information processing and 

use patterns (Byström and Järvelin 1995; Case 2012). Thus, willingness to trust and use 

information will vary based on users’ frames of mind when they seek information. However, 

there is little research that investigates this phenomenon. To understand how frame of mind 

impacts application use we turn to research on information seeking behaviour.  

 

Information seeking behaviour is the purposive seeking of information to satisfy a specific 

goal (Wilson 2000). The nature of this goal influences the user’s frame of mind and defines 

relevant search behaviour, for example, whether to use automated information systems such 

as search engines or manual systems such as an online catalogue. Prior research argues there 

are three different types of frames in which the user is directly involved in sourcing 

information – (1) Active seeking (2) Active scanning, and (3) Non-directed monitoring (Choo 

et al. 1998; McKenzie 2003a).  

• Active seeking occurs when users look for information based on an already identified 

need or knowledge gap and perform a systematic search. The search process ends 

when the identified knowledge gap is filled. For example, a user employs a search 

engine to find a specific piece of information. 
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• Active scanning occurs when users’ search processes are constrained to an already 

identified specific information-rich source. In active scanning, users do not have a 

specific goal or need in mind but are constantly aware of the possibility of finding 

useful new information. For example, users monitor their email or social networks 

regularly.  

• Non-directed monitoring occurs when users serendipitously find information in an 

unlikely place; users do not have any goal in mind but their information need is 

triggered when they are exposed to useful information. On the Internet this would be 

the equivalent of finding an interesting article or video while browsing aimlessly from 

one website to another. 

 

Consistent with the literature, we consider that users, subject to their information need, seek 

information by engaging in any of the three frames (Choo et al. 1998). However, each frame 

causes users to manifest a unique behaviour that in turn influences their processing abilities 

(Case 2012).  

 

7.2.1.2 Security consciousness 

Another factor that affects users’ frame of mind while using the Internet is the information 

already possessed by them. For example, research on framing effects demonstrates that 

depending upon how information is presented, users can be manipulated to make different 

decisions (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). The literature points to three types of framing 

effects – (1) Attribute framing, (2) Risky choice framing and (3) Goal framing (Levin et al. 

1998). In attribute framing, a single attribute of an object is the target of manipulation and is 

presented in an either positive or negative frame. When such a framing occurs, objects with a 

positive frame generally evaluate better than ones with a negative frame. In risky choice 
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framing, usually only two options are presented to choose from – (a) a safe choice and (b) a 

risky gamble. Depending upon whether each choice is presented as a gain or a loss, users 

choose the safer or riskier option respectively (Tversky et al. 1981). Finally, in goal framing 

users are usually encouraged to engage in some form of goal oriented activity. In doing so, 

information is presented in terms of the advantages of participating versus the disadvantages 

of not participating. In such cases, messages eliciting the negative consequences of not 

participating have been found to fare better in influencing participation (Levin et al. 1998).  

 

The use of message framing to influence user behaviour is well documented in the literature. 

For example, in the marketing literature, the framing effects phenomenon is used to 

understand the effectiveness of product warning messages (e.g., on alcohol and cigarette 

packages) (Kelley et al. 1989; Strahan et al. 2002). In information systems, the effect of 

positive or negative frames has been explored to study IT adoption (Angst and Agarwal 2009; 

Bhattacherjee and Sanford 2006). In the context of information security, this has been 

demonstrated in testing the effects of warning on users’ awareness of security issues (Biros et 

al. 2002; George et al. 2004a; Grazioli 2004). Accordingly, this study uses the concept of 

warning as a proxy for users’ awareness or consciousness of security issues.  

 

Whether or not users receive a warning about potential deception impacts their frame of mind 

by making them more suspicious. It has been established that when users’ suspicion levels are 

aroused, they are better at detecting deception and that warnings are capable of arousing 

suspicion (Stiff et al. 1992). However, not all studies of deception find a positive link 

between warning and deception detection performance (Grazioli and Wang 2001; Marett and 

George 2005). This discrepancy may be because most studies focus only on the presence or 

absence of a warning. Very few studies have explored the effect of the content of the 
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warning. Accordingly, we draw ideas from the literature on framing effects and use both 

positively framed warning that highlights the consequential gains of adopting a particular 

behaviour, and negatively framed warning that highlights the consequential losses and test 

their effects on users’ deception detection behaviour. 

 

7.3 RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES 

Based on the literature presented above, we present our research model as Figure 7.1 below. 

The two exogenous constructs are Information Seeking and Warning that together represent 

our ‘frame of mind’ concept. There are two endogenous constructs – (1) Attitude towards 

deception detection and (2) Deception detection behaviour. Attitude is defined as “a 

psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some degree of 

favour or disfavour” (Eagly and Chaiken 1993). In this paper, we aim to measure users’ 

general tendencies toward the threat of online deception. Users have a favourable attitude 

towards deception detection if they believe online deception exists and an unfavourable 

attitude if they believe no threat exists. Deception detection behaviour is the actual detection 

behaviour that users exhibit when exposed to online attacks. By comparing users’ perceived 

attitude against their actual behaviour, we hope to generate unique insights about how online 

users make decisions in the face of deception. We present our arguments for our hypotheses 

below.  
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Figure 7.1: Research model showing the hypotheses 

 

7.3.1 Effect of information seeking frames 

Active seeking. We argue that of the three information seeking frames – active scanning, 

active seeking and non-directed monitoring, users who actively seek information are the least 

likely to detect online attacks. Active seeking of information is a behaviour exhibited by 

individuals when they experience a gap in knowledge about a specific topic (Wilson 1999). 

This leads them to carry out a systematic and pre-planned search effort to fill the knowledge 

gap. However, as the goal is knowledge acquisition, user behaviour is subject to the principle 

of least effort (Zipf 1949); humans have a tendency to choose and use easily available 

information without considering the quality and reliability of the information (Bates 2003). 

Methodologies that decrease the effort of information acquisition reduce reliance on the 

quality of information as a criterion (Hertzum et al. 2002; King et al. 1994) .  

 

 

H1 a-b-c 

H2 a-b-c 

H3 
a-b-c 

H4 
a-b-c 

H5	  
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Users engaged in the active seeking frame often use recommendation agents or search 

engines. Such systems reduce the effort of information acquisition and help users to easily 

make relevant decisions. However, the degree that such systems help the customer in decision 

making depends on the objective of the person who controls the system (Hill et al. 1996). A 

study of personal recommendation agents (PRA) demonstrated that deceptive PRAs can have 

a significant effect on product choice to users’ detriment (Xiao 2010). With the explosive 

growth of content on the web, it is increasingly becoming necessary to find information 

quickly and accurately. This makes users highly vulnerable to attacks such as search engine 

poisoning (Townsend 2010). Accordingly, relative to the other two frames, we expect that 

users engaged in active seeking will be the most vulnerable to online attacks. Hence: 

H1a: Of the three frames, Active seeking, Active scanning and Non-directed 

monitoring, users who are engaged in the Active Seeking frame will have the least 

favourable attitude towards detecting attacks. 

Similarly, 

H2a: Of the three frames, Active seeking, Active scanning and Non-directed 

monitoring, users who are engaged in the Active Seeking frame will be the worst 

detectors of deception. 

 

Active scanning. When users perform active scanning, they often engage in ritualistic or 

habitual behaviour (Rubin 1994) and place themselves in environments which are known to 

be information rich. Prior positive experiences drive users to revisit such information sources 

(McKenzie 2003a). Users of email and social networks are example cases of users engaged in 

active scanning.  

 

When compared to active seeking and non-directed monitoring, we argue that users engaged 
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in active scanning are the least vulnerable. Users in an active scanning frame of mind initially 

apply some effort in differentiating between different information rich sources before 

choosing a specific choice of source (Choo et al. 1998). Once they have chosen a source, for 

example, a specific social network or email, they build a mental profile of expected 

behaviours. Deviations from expected behaviour are treated with suspicion. Also, a lot of 

public awareness about attacks relevant to this frame, such as phishing and email spam, 

exists. Thus, users are generally more vigilant when consuming information in this frame of 

mind (Ivaturi and Janczewski 2012). Accordingly, users engaged in active scanning are 

relatively better at detecting deception than users in the other two frames of mind. Hence: 

H1b: Of the three frames, Active seeking, Active scanning and Non-directed 

monitoring, users who are engaged in the Active Scanning frame will have the most 

favourable attitude towards detecting attacks. 

H2b: Of the three frames, Active seeking, Active scanning and Non-directed 

monitoring, users who are engaged in the Active Scanning frame will be the best 

detectors of deception. 

 

Non-directed monitoring. We argue that users engaged in a non-directed monitoring frame 

are more likely to detect deception than users in an active seeking frame but less likely than 

users in an active scanning frame of mind. Users in this frame are usually not aware of the 

need for information until they encounter it. This behaviour corresponds to Wilson’s (1999) 

passive attention, Choo et al.’s (1998) undirected viewing and Ross’s (1999) finding without 

seeking. Toms (2000) describes this process as serendipitous information seeking where users 

only recognize the usefulness of information when the information is encountered. 

Essentially, in this frame of mind, users have no a priori intent of finding information and so 

the behaviour is not driven by speed as it is for active seeking users.  
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Users in this frame usually scan large chunks of information from varied sources until 

something catches their attention. They do not scan the whole information horizon in a single 

movement but rather take a glimpse, look further at things that might interest them and then 

take another glimpse (Kwasnik 1992). During this iterative process of ‘discovery’ and 

‘consumption’, users tend not to have time to judge the quality or credibility of the content. 

They hence use heuristic shortcuts instead of carefully processing information which makes 

them more vulnerable to deception (Chaiken 1980). Also, the sense of curiosity or joy of 

‘discovery’ associated with this frame triggers a need for information that lowers users’ level 

of care and attention, consequently leading to low levels of deception detection. Hence, users 

in this frame of mind are more vulnerable than active scanning users who are relatively less 

accustomed to this sense of ‘discovery’. Thus:  

 

H1c: Users who are in the Non-directed monitoring frame of mind will have a more 

favourable attitude towards detecting attacks than users engaged in Active seeking 

when compared to users in the Active scanning frame of mind. 

H2c: Users who are engaged in the Non-directed monitoring frame of mind will be 

better detectors of deception than users engaged in Active seeking when compared to 

users in the Active scanning frame of mind. 

 

7.3.3 Effect of warning and warning Frames 

Extant research has shown that training and warning are broadly the two major counter attack 

mechanisms through which users can enhance their deception detection performance. 

Training is a formal way of building relevant and necessary security skills and competencies 

and hence it contributes to better performance in identifying anomalies (Wilson et al. 2009). 

However, it is not feasible to provide such training to everyone using the web. Warnings, on 
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the other hand, contribute to better deception detection performance by inducing suspicion 

about the credibility of information.  

 

Prior research reveals that individuals perform better at deception detection when their 

suspicion is aroused (Biros et al. 2002; Stiff et al. 1992). Explicit warnings about potential 

deception have the ability to raise suspicion. Hence, people who are given a warning are 

much better prepared than people who are not given a warning. However, prior (non-security) 

research has shown that the way the message is framed has an effect on users’ decision 

making abilities. Accordingly, it is useful to think about the content or framing of the warning 

which can in turn impact detection accuracy. Research on framing effects tells us that for 

behaviours that involve some level of risk or unpleasant outcomes, negatively framed 

messages that emphasize losses fare better than positively framed messages that focus on the 

gains (Rothman et al. 2006). As being victimized by an online attack can be considered as a 

high risk outcome and in line with the above argument, we propose that: 

H3: Users who are given a negatively framed warning will have the most, users who 

are given no warning will have the worst and users who are given a positively framed 

warning will have a moderately favourable attitude towards deception.  

H4: Users who are given a negatively framed warning will have the best, users who 

are given no warning will have the worst and users who are given a positively framed 

warning will have moderate deception detection behaviour. 

 

7.3.4 Deception detection behaviour 

Finally, we explore whether users’ attitude towards detecting attacks has an influence on their 

actual deception detection behaviour. The positive influence of users’ attitude on users’ 

eventual behaviour via users’ intentions is well established in the literature (Ajzen 1991; 
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Ajzen and Fishbein 1977). This relationship has also been tested in the context of adoption 

and use of IT in different contexts and across cultures (Davis 1989; Venkatesh et al. 2003). 

Accordingly, 

H5: Users’ attitude towards deception detection is positively related to their actual 

deception detection behaviour. 

 

7.4 METHODOLOGY 

Hypotheses were tested through an experiment conducted in a laboratory setting (Cook et al. 

1979). The experiment used a repeated measures design that exposed subjects to three 

simulated online attacks relevant to the three information seeking frames. The experiment 

comprised an experimental task phase and a post-experimental phase. Details regarding the 

study’s subjects and the experimental procedures are described below. 

Sample. Subjects were 90 undergraduate students of a large business school. The literature 

supports the use of business students as a representative sample for experimental studies in 

IS, especially when the target population is that of typical Internet users (Dickson et al. 1977; 

Gefen et al. 2003). Also, benchmark studies such as the Pew Internet project indicate that 

users who spend the most time on the Internet are in the same age bracket as university 

students (Pew 2012). Subjects were recruited through an advertisement. To encourage 

participation, it was advertised that one participant would win a gift voucher.  

 

7.4.1 Experimental Procedure 

Pre-experimental phase. In this phase, subjects were asked to complete a survey that 

collects information about users’ age groups and gender. Also, subjects were briefed about 

the nature of the task and time frame involved in participating in the experiment.  
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Experimental task phase. During this phase, subjects were directed to a website where they 

were given three treatments in a random order. The process for each treatment was similar. 

Subjects were first given a set of instructions to complete each treatment task. Subjects had to 

complete the task as per the instructions sheet before moving to the next treatment. Each 

treatment simulated the “typical” experience of a user engaged in each of the three 

information seeking frames discussed earlier. Screenshots of the three tasks are included as 

Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 below.  

 

For the active seeking treatment, subjects were asked to find answers to hypothetical 

questions using a custom search engine. This task replicated user behaviour while engaged in 

an active seeking frame. The search results were manipulated to mimic a search engine 

poisoning attack – the most prominent attack method to affect users of search engines 

(Howard and Komili 2010; John et al. 2011). Specifically, the search engine would query 

Microsoft Bing, and return Bing results. However, a random 30% of the results were replaced 

by dummy URLs irrelevant to users’ original queries. The manipulations included a 

mismatch between the displayed URL and the destination URL and changes to the 

description of the search result snippet. These manipulations are in line with standard search 

engine poisoning attacks. 

 

The literature indicates that users primarily formulate two types of search engine queries – (1) 

Informational and (2) Navigational (Broder 2002). Informational queries cover a broad topic 

such as ‘cars’ or ‘mountains’ and result in the retrieval of thousands of URLs. Navigational 

queries aim to find specific websites or entities and hence search terms are more specific. 

Consistent with the literature, care was taken to include both informational and navigational 

hypothetical questions that users had to answer using the experimental search engine. A ratio 
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of the number of clicks on manipulated results over the total number of clicks was taken as an 

aggregate measure of users’ deception detection behaviour. 

 

For the active scanning treatment, subjects were asked to login to an email account created 

for the study. Subjects were told to treat the email inbox as their own and take any 

appropriate action. Each subject received a unique email account to make it easier for the 

researchers to track individual behaviour. This engagement replicated user experience in the 

active scanning frame where users are not looking for anything specific but are aware that 

they might find useful information.  

 

On logging in, the participants found a set of preloaded emails, some of which were crafted to 

resemble phishing emails (Jakobsson et al. 2007). All subjects received 10 email messages, of 

which 3 were crafted with an intention to deceive. All emails were designed to be of high 

relevance to subjects. For example, one email was a message from their undergraduate 

advisor about job placements taking place during the week following the experiment. Another 

email was a popular daily deals subscription. In the manipulated emails, there was a call to 

action and a link for users to click on, similar to the ones presented in regular phishing 

emails. For this task, users’ deception detection was measured by whether users clicked on 

the link embedded in the manipulated emails. Again, the ratio of the number of clicks on 

manipulated links over the total number of clicks on links across all the emails was taken as 

the aggregate measure. 

 

For non-directed monitoring, subjects were asked to browse a news portal that provided three 

categories of news articles – business, sports and entertainment. The instructions were to 

spend time browsing the three categories and identify one article per category that users 
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found most useful and interesting. This task replicated the exploratory nature of non-directed 

monitoring. The portal was designed so that if a user clicked on a particular link, the content 

of the news article opened in a new tab along with more ‘related’ news links. These related 

news links were dynamically generated based on the keywords in the title of the clicked news 

article (Choo et al. 1998; Ellis 1989).  

 

Manipulation for this task was similar to active seeking. For each category, 30% of the links 

were manipulated by either changing the destination URL of the links or by employing 

irrelevant snippets for the articles. All user clicks on the news portal were recorded and a 

ratio of the number of clicks on manipulated links over the total number of clicks was 

calculated to represent individual subjects’ deception detection rate. 

 

All subjects were kept ignorant of the real nature of the study. They were told to evaluate a 

new website that was offering three web services – search, email and a news portal. 1/3rd of 

subjects were randomly treated with a negatively framed warning, and 1/3rd with a positively 

framed warning. The rest did not receive any warning. Appendix B showcases both the 

negatively and positively framed warnings used in the study. The warnings were tested for 

face validity, with 10 postgraduate students, who were unrelated to the study. The students 

were asked to express their feeling (positive/negative) on reading the messages. The 

messages were slightly tweaked based on feedback. Although the tasks were randomized, the 

actual order in which the subjects completed the tasks was recorded and was found to be 

statistically insignificant in correlation with the other variables. Accordingly, we could 

conclude that there was no order effects bias. 
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Post-experimental phase. Once the three tasks were completed, subjects were directed to the 

post-experimental survey that measured users’ attitude towards deception. The items were 

adapted from the literature as a 7-point semantic differential scale with polar adjectives 

(Wang et al. 2008). Example polar adjectives used are extremely foolish-extremely wise and 

extremely risky-extremely safe. The actual measurement items used for this construct can be 

found in Appendix A. In addition, a single item measure asking whether users were given a 

warning or not was included as a manipulation check. 

 

 

Figure 7.2: Search task – Active seeking frame 
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Figure 7.3: Email task – Active scanning frame 

 

 

Figure 7.4: News portal task – Non-directed monitoring frame 
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7.5 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS  

The experiment was a repeated measures design where subjects had to perform three tasks 

each. Hence, the total sample size considered was 270 (90 x 3). Of these, some subjects did 

not complete all three tasks, or failed the manipulation check. After removing all such data 

points, the actual sample size used for the analysis was 194. A t-test was conducted on the 

age groups between the excluded and included data points, which revealed an insignificant 

difference (t=1.285, p=0.201). This shows that the findings would not have been affected due 

to a non-response bias. Of the final sample, 79.6% were male while 20.4% were female 

students. 94% of the whole sample was in the age bracket of 18-28 years while 6% were 

between 28-38 years of age.  

 

The only construct-level dependent variable measure that was collected through a survey was 

users’ attitude towards deception detection. The other dependent variable, deception detection 

behaviour, was collected through users’ clicking behaviour as discussed above. All other 

constructs such as information seeking frames and user warning frames, were treatment 

variables. The correlation matrix revealed an insignificant and inverse correlation between 

user attitude towards deception and deception detection behaviour (r=-0.057, p=0.430). 

Hence, a univariate test of significance was conducted to test the attitude/behaviour 

relationship. Contrary to our predictions, the test revealed an insignificant result (p=0.358).  

 

A MANCOVA was then conducted on both attitude towards deception and deception 

detection behaviour. Results of the MANCOVA show that both main effects – information 

seeking frame (p<0.01) and warning frame (p=0.014) were significant. Table 7.1 below 

summarizes the results of the multivariate tests. As both the information seeking and warning 

frames were treatment variables, further tests to detect group differences were carried out. 
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Table 7.2 gives an overview of the group differences test for each dependent variable. It can 

be seen that treatment levels for the information seeking frame are significantly different for 

users’ objective deception detection behaviour (F=15.026, p<0.01). This lends partial support 

for our hypotheses H2a-b-c. On the other hand, within group differences in attitude towards 

deception were significant for the groups who were treated with different warning frames 

(F=4.649, p=0.011). This finding lends partial support for hypothesis H3. However, the 

findings do not lend support to H1a-b-c, which was a test for group differences of the 

information seeking frames on users’ attitude towards deception (F=1.299, p=0.275) and H4, 

which was a test for the effect of different frames of warning on users’ deception detection 

behaviour (F=1.375, p=0.255). Overall these findings provide an interesting insight as they 

tell us that there is a difference between what users believe (attitude) and what they do 

(behaviour). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.1: MANCOVA Test results 

 

 

Effect Test Value F Sig. Partial Eta 
Squared 

Information 
seeking 
frame 

Wilks’ 
Lamda 

0.847 7.942 <0.01* 0.080 

Warning 
frame 

Wilks’ 
Lamda 

0.934 3.164 0.014* 0.033 
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Source Dependent 
Variable Df Mean 

Square F Sig. 

Information 
seeking frame Attitude 2 1.880 1.299 0.275 

 Detection 
behaviour 

2 1.382 15.026 <0.01* 

Warning frame Attitude 2 6.729 4.649 0.011* 

 Detection 
behaviour 

2 0.126 1.375 0.255 

 

Table 7.2: MANCOVA- Test of between subjects effects 

A within subjects post-hoc test was carried out for each of the above mentioned significant 

relationships to understand the pair-wise differences within the treatment levels. Table 7.3 

summarizes the within subjects differences for information seeking frames in relation to 

users’ deception detection behaviour. The results partially support our hypotheses that 

different frames of information seeking have an effect on users’ deception detection 

behaviour and hence their vulnerability to attacks. Users in the active scanning frame were 

are significantly less vulnerable to attacks (mean=0.207) than users in active seeking and non-

directed monitoring frames. This lends support to hypothesis H2b. We did not find a 

statistically significant difference between users who were in the active seeking (mean= 

0.471) and non-directed monitoring (mean=0.465) frame of mind. However, the means are 

sorted in the correct order lending partial support for both hypotheses H2a and H2c.  

 

Table 7.4 summarizes the within subjects differences for warning frame on users’ attitude 

towards online deception. Although we found support for the effect of the warning frame on 
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users’ attitude towards deception, we found partial support for the effect of the ‘type’ of 

frame (or warning). Contrary to our predictions, users who were given a positive warning 

(mean= 4.62) were found to have the most favourable attitude towards deception when 

compared to users with a negative warning (mean=5.06). No group differences were found 

between users with a negative warning and users with no warning (mean difference = 0.18, 

p=0.323).able 3: Pairwise information seeking frame on users’ deception detection behaviour 

95% Confidence 
Interval (I) Information 

Seeking frame 
 

(J) Information 
Seeking frame 
 

Mean 
Difference 
(I-J) 
 

Std. 
Error 
 

Sig. 
 Lower 

Bound 
Upper 
Bound 

Active seeking 
 
mean= 0.471 

Active scanning 0.264* 0.055 <0.01* 0.155 0.373 

Active seeking 
 
mean= 0.471 

Non-directed 
monitoring 0.006 0.053 0.910 -0.099 0.111 

Active scanning  
 
mean=0.207 

Non-directed 
monitoring -0.258* 0.054 <0.01* -0.364 -0.152 

 
Table 7.3: Pairwise comparisons for information seeking frame on users’ deception 

detection behaviour 
 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

(I) Warning 
frame 
 

(J) Warning 
frame 
 

Mean 
Differe
nce (I-
J) 
 

Std. 
Error 
 

Sig. 
 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Positive 
Warning 

0.445 0.173 0.011* 0.103 0.786 Negative 
Warning 
 
mean= 5.06 No Warning -0.180 0.181 0.323 -0.538 0.178 

Positive 
Warning 
 
mean= 4.62 

No Warning -0.625 0.168 <0.01* -0.957 -0.292 

 

Table 7.4: Pairwise comparisons for warning frame for user attitude to deception 
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7.6 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study examined the effect of users’ frame of mind when engaged with online tasks on 

their deception detection behaviour. Two categories of users’ frame of mind were identified 

and used in the study. The first is the frame in which users are looking for information on the 

web. Three specific information seeking frames were identified and used as treatment levels 

and users’ clicking behaviours were recorded to gain insight into their deception detection 

abilities. The second frame category used in the study concerned a warning frame, that is, 

whether users were positively or negatively warned or not warned at all. Online deception 

attacks are often so subtly deceptive that users do not even recognize that they have been 

victimized (Provos et al. 2007). Accordingly, this study also aimed to study users’ self-

reported measure on their attitude towards deception detection and compare it with their real 

deception detection behaviour across the different information seeking frames. Three major 

findings can be derived from this study. 

 

First, the nature of the need for information has an effect on users’ deception detection 

behaviour. Users who were in a frame of mind of knowing exactly what they wanted (active 

seeking), were found to be the most vulnerable to online deception. Users in this frame of 

mind are driven more by speed and less by accuracy and thus are more vulnerable. In 

comparison, users who were in a more passive frame of mind (active scanning) were found to 

be the least vulnerable to online deception. Users in this frame of mind do not a priori have a 

clear idea of what they are looking for and make assessments on the usefulness of the 

information as and when it is pushed on to them. 

 

Second, the nature of information already possessed by the user has an effect on users’ frame 

of mind and therefore affects their attitude towards deception. An interesting insight from the 
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study concerns the effect of the nature of the framing of the warning message given to users. 

Users who were given a positively framed message had a significantly better (more cautious) 

attitude towards deception than users who were given a negatively framed message. This 

observation is contrary to our prediction of negatively framed messages being more effective. 

In alignment with the literature on message framing, positively framed messages work best 

when the behaviour under consideration is one that involves a relatively low risk of an 

unpleasant outcome (e.g., apply sun screen to prevent skin cancer) (Rothman et al. 2006). On 

the other hand, negatively framed messages work best when the behaviour under 

consideration is one that involves a relatively high risk of an unpleasant outcome (e.g., get a 

health check-up to detect skin cancer). Accordingly, we feel that for the positively framed 

messages to be effective, users might believe online deception to be of a relatively low risk. 

However, we do not have conclusive evidence as we did not empirically test for it in this 

study.  

 

Third, we found that although information seeking frames have an effect on users’ deception 

detection behaviour, they do not impact users’ attitude towards deception. On the other hand, 

while the warning frames have an effect on users’ attitude towards deception they did not 

have an effect on the actual deception detection behaviour. These results suggest that, in the 

context of deception detection, users’ attitudes do not predict actual behaviour. This is an 

interesting finding because it contradicts the scores of studies that found attitude to be a 

positive predictor of behaviour through user intention. Interestingly, few studies have 

explored the relationship between self-reported subjective user attitude and real world 

objective user behaviour in a security setting. It could be that in the specific context of 

security, especially for attacks involving deceptive methods, attitude does not predict 

behaviour. Anecdotal evidence suggests this is true, as we witness cases of security experts 
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being defrauded (Goodin 2011; Grazioli 2004).  

 

The following are the major implications of the findings of this study. First, the influence of 

users’ information seeking frame on users’ deception detection abilities suggests users’ frame 

of mind as an important antecedent to information processing theories used in the online 

deception literature. It also lends support to the idea of the heterogeneous nature of user 

vulnerability to online deception. It implies that it is not so much the nature of the attack, but 

the context or frame of mind in which users encounter the attack that makes the attack 

dangerous. One of the key findings was the relative insignificance of threat for users in the 

active scanning frame. However, most deception detection research has, to date, focused on 

phishing, which involves the active scanning frame of mind (Dhamija et al. 2006; Jakobsson 

et al. 2007; Vishwanath et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2009). Also, most security policies address 

how to build awareness about phishing attacks (Bojanc and Jerman-Blažič 2008; Bose and 

Leung 2008). However, there are many new and emerging forms of online deception attacks 

that victimize users engaged in the other two information seeking frames. For example, users 

in the active seeking frame are subject to search engine poisoning attack while the users in the 

non-directed monitoring frame are subject to drive by download malware attacks (Provos et 

al. 2007; Townsend 2010). Accordingly, there needs to be an increased effort in improving 

awareness of all attacks that fall within all the information seeking frames suggested in the 

study.  

 

A second important implication for the study is a constant need for users to be made aware of 

the ever present danger of cybercrime. Contrary to our predictions, positively framed 

warnings were more effective on users. Theory suggests that positively framed messages are 

only effective when users feel the threat of online deception is of relatively low risk 
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(Rothman and Salovey 1997). It may be true that the probability of a specific user being 

deceived by a specific online attack is relatively low. However, one cannot be so confident 

about the magnitude of risk involved with every attack, especially given that many users 

access the Internet daily for prolonged periods of time. Moreover, humans are in general poor 

assessors of the magnitude of risk and are tuned to exaggerate spectacular risks and down 

play the more common ones (Schneier 2008). For example, people are more afraid of 

radiation from nuclear waste or cell phones than radiation from the sun which is of a greater 

risk. Also, humans are subject to an availability bias (Tversky and Kahneman 1974) which 

says people assess the probability of frequency of events (such as cybercrime) based on the 

ease with which instances of those events can be brought to mind. 

 

A third implication of our findings arises from our establishing a relationship from warning to 

deception attitude, but not to deception behaviour. Our results suggest that users will say they 

are alert to danger, but will not materially behave to avoid danger. This may be because while 

warning frames are capable of making users sensitive to the dangers of online deception, they 

do not provide potential countermeasures to fight deception. An implication of this study is 

the need to not only warn users about potential dangers, but also to articulate to users what 

correct behaviour is to both avoid and remedy danger on the Internet. For example, instead of 

just warning a user about specific types of attack, the focus should be on training users to be 

sensitive to any structural or informational anomalies of the applications they are engaged 

with that enable them to take affirmative or evasive action accordingly. 

 

Our final implication arises from our findings of a difference between users’ attitude and 

behaviour in security related contexts. Most research in the realm of deception detection has 

concentrated on capturing users’ attitude and intention measures to understand deception 
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detection behaviour (Grazioli 2004; Grazioli and Wang 2001). Our results suggest research 

efforts should be focused on capturing and analysing real world behaviours to understand 

users’ vulnerability to attacks. This means where applicable, security researchers should use 

appropriate methodologies that enable them to study behaviours rather than attitudes. For 

example, for quantitative studies, experiments are better suited to capture behaviours when 

compared to surveys that measure user perceptions and attitudes. Similarly, for qualitative 

studies, ethnographies are better suited when compared to interviews that again capture user 

perception.  

 

Also, organizations that have security training programmes that are devised to raise 

awareness about the dangers of online deception are likely to be less effective as they deal 

only with attitudes. Instead, companies should regularly conduct the information security 

equivalent of a fire drill. Many organizations regularly conduct a fire drill in spite of their 

employees’ general awareness of dangers of fire. These drills are conducted to assess 

employees’ preparedness and actual behaviour during a fire emergency. At the end of each 

such drill, desired employee behaviours are reinforced while undesired ones are called upon 

for immediate attention and action. Similarly, organizations should regularly implement 

security audits to assess their employees’ actual behaviours in light of real attacks along with 

existing security training programmes. These audits could be conducted as part of regular 

operational activity or as experiments to test for specific vulnerabilities. Such audits will 

allow security managers to catch users off-guard and address any security lapses, especially 

for the ones who are caught engaged in undesirable security sensitive behaviours.  
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7.7 CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

This study is meant to provide several contributions to both academics and practitioners. 

From a theoretical perspective, this research makes important contributions to the user 

deception detection literature. As far as we know, this is the first study in IS security that 

considers the heterogeneous nature of user vulnerability by testing the effect of various user 

contexts of information seeking as a predictor for user vulnerabilities. Also, the study reveals 

that there is a difference between people’s declared attitudes and how they behave in the 

context of online deceptive attacks. It also provides evidence that what users are thinking, or 

the frame of mind in which they are operating, directly impacts their attitude and behaviour 

towards online deception. From a practitioner’s perspective, this study offers evidence for the 

need for security trainings and awareness programmes to go beyond the traditional anti-

phishing trainings. Also, these trainings should include information that is targeted at 

changing users’ behaviours when dealing with security rather than just attitudes. 

 

As with all studies, this one has several limitations. First, we employed students as surrogates 

for the population at large. Nevertheless, the literature lends support to the use of business 

students in experiments related to understanding web use, especially because they form the 

dominant demographic of Internet users. Second, as with all experiments, ours traded external 

validity for internal validity. We deliberately boosted the number of deceptive links and 

emails to a number far above their incidence in real life. This was necessary, as otherwise 

vulnerable individuals would fail to be victimized because of the natural low probability of a 

single link or email being deceptive. Future research may be necessary to investigate the 

relationship between frame of mind and deception in more naturalized settings. Third, our 

sample size was relatively small with only 90 student subjects engaged. Perhaps one reason 
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some results were insignificant was because of the small sample size. Finally, we did not 

investigate the possibility that frame of mind interacts with deception in unusual ways. For 

example, particular kinds of people may be more vulnerable under active seeking than active 

scanning. Future research should investigate this possibility. 
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APPENDIX A 

Item measures for Attitude towards deception which is a 7 point semantic differential scale 

with polar adjectives. 

 

I feel that using the information provided by each of the following technologies (Search, 

Email and News portal) for my daily tasks is a/an _________ idea 

1. Extremely Bad ………………Extremely Good 

2. Extremely foolish ……………..Extremely wise 

3. Extremely harmful……………..Extremely harmless 

4. Extremely risky……………Extremely safe  

 

APPENXIX B 

Negatively framed warning: 

Watch out!  

When you are engaged on the web with either searching for information, checking email or 

just browsing the web, be aware that there could be malicious hackers that set traps for you to 

get lured into, in order to gain unauthorized access to your personal information through your 

computer.  
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Research shows that those who do not verify the credibility of the source of information have 

a reduced chance of detecting such traps and an increased risk of being compromised.  

 

Positively framed warning:  

 

When you are engaged on the web with either searching for information, checking email or 

just browsing the web, be aware that there could be malicious hackers that set traps in order 

to gain unauthorized access to your personal information through your computer.  

  

Research shows that those who do verify the credibility of the source of information have an 

increased chance of detecting such traps and reduced risk of being compromised.  
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8. CONCLUSION 

8.1 SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH 

In this multi-paper thesis, a taxonomy of social engineering attacks based on the vehicle of 

propagation was developed along with a typology of these attack types based on the 

information use patterns of online users. In addition, the preparedness level of online banks to 

deal with such attack types was explored. Lastly, an experiment was conducted to understand 

the effect of users’ information needs and their security consciousness (in the form of 

warnings) on deception detection behavior and attitudes. The two conceptual papers and two 

empirical studies provide answers to the research questions that initially motivated the 

research as follows.  

 

1. What are the different types of social engineering attacks? 

As specified in the taxonomy paper, social engineering attacks can be classified as 

Person-Person and Person-Media. The Person-Media branch was further categorized 

as Person-Media via text, Person-Media via voice and Person-Media via video. The 

Person-media via text was further divided to include most of the modern day attack 

vectors that fit the definition of social engineering attacks.  

 

2. How can social engineering attacks be categorized based on online user behavior? 

In Article 1, different types of social engineering attacks were categorized based on 

the vehicle of propagation. In Article 2, we group these different attack types based on 

the likelihood of online users being exposed to them. A two dimensional typology is 

framed, of which one dimension is based users’ need for information while the other 

dimension is the different attack types suggested in Article 1. Informed by the 
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literature on human information seeking, users’ need for information is categorized as 

Active seeking, Active scanning and Non-directed monitoring.  

 

3. How are organizations currently dealing with handling of social engineering attack 

vectors? 

In Article 3, security policies of 32 online banks across 16 Asia-pacific countries are 

analyzed to understand the level of preparedness and awareness against social 

engineering attack types that were discussed in the previous two studies. It was found 

that the majority of information available is around one particular type of attack – 

phishing, with almost no information regarding some of the new and emerging attack 

types. Also, the findings suggest that information being shared is very generic and not 

useful for users to be equipped enough to protect themselves from being victimized 

from such attacks. 

 

4. Does online user’s vulnerability vary based on the type of social engineering attack 

that they are exposed to?   

Article 3 reveals that phishing is the most discussed and studied social engineering 

attack type. In Article 4, an experiment is conducted to see if there is any difference in 

users’ vulnerability to other attack types compared to phishing. The ‘information 

need’ concept used in Article 2 is extended and conceptualized as ‘Frame of mind’ in 

this study. Different information needs engenders users being exposed to different 

social engineering attack types. Thus, this study proposes the effect of users’ frame of 

mind, comprising of users’ information needs and security consciousness (warning), 

on their deception detection behavior and their attitudes are tested. Results reveal that 

information needs indeed have an effect on deception detection behavior as 
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hypothesized. In addition, warnings and their framing have a differential effect on 

users’ attitudes. One of the finding of this study is that it is not the type of attack but 

what people do online that makes them vulnerable and hence the focus of the research 

community should extend beyond just phishing.  

 

The answers to these research questions should be of interest and value to academic 

researchers in the Information systems and consumer psychology fields as well as 

practitioners such as security policy advisors and secure information systems designers alike. 

 

8.2 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The thesis makes both theoretical and practical contributions. From a theoretical perspective, 

there are four major contributions. First, the research advances our knowledge of social 

engineering attacks by developing a comprehensive taxonomy that helps expand the scope 

and variety of such attacks that effect Internet users. That said, with new attack types being 

experimented every day this taxonomy is bound to evolve to include new attack types in the 

future. The value of such taxonomy is in its ability to attribute a new attack type, when 

discovered, to the appropriate branch of the taxonomy and develop specific strategies to 

tackle them.  

 

Second, by grouping different attack types into conceptually related behavioral clusters the 

research contributes to new ways to testing users’ online security behaviors. Most consumer 

research to date has focused primarily on research that has helped marketers to understand the 

determinants of purchasing behavior. There is call to focus more on consumer research that 

benefits consumers to improve their decision making skills in comparison (Bazerman 2001). 

Most social engineering attacks are designed to exploit the weaknesses and vulnerabilities of 
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user behavior. Hence, it is appropriate to focus research efforts on these vulnerable user 

behaviors that make such attack types dangerous along with analyzing the technical aspects 

of specific attack types. This new and holistic perspective allows researchers to build new 

testable hypotheses and accordingly contribute to behavioral information security literature.  

 

Third, this research provides with a framework that will allow organizations to assess the 

adequacy of their security policies and best practices. By doing so, this research contributes to 

the vast IT security and auditing literature that mostly focusses on security around standard 

operating procedures and processes by providing a unique perspective on user vulnerabilities. 

The framework discussed in the research is generic enough to be customized to any domain 

beyond banking that deals with important sensitive information such as government 

organizations or e-commerce retailers.  

 

Fourth, this research tests a model of user vulnerabilities and suggests that the type of 

information that a user is seeking is a significant factor in determining user vulnerabilities to 

social engineering attacks. It lends support to the idea that a users’ online deception detection 

ability varies based on the type of information that a user is looking for. This implies that the 

type of the attack is less important than the frame of mind in which a user encounters the 

attack and hence the focus on phishing as seen in the literature may be misinterpreted. It also 

shows that although warnings had an effect on users’ attitude towards the dangers of online 

deception it did not raise their deception detection accuracies. This finding reinforces the 

need for targeted training to improve users’ detection skills. It also ties into the finding from 

the previous study where most security policies were very generic and needed to be more 

context specific to be effective.  
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This thesis also makes significant contribution to practice. The taxonomy and typology 

studies developed in this research can be used as educational material both for academic 

purposes and also as material that can be used to raise public awareness about social 

engineering attacks by Internet security agencies such as NetSafe in New Zealand. The 

research thus caters to the need for better educating the public about the dangers about the 

dark side of Internet. This research also provides valuable input to government agencies (Eg: 

New Zealand National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), Government Communications 

Security Bureau (GCSB) etc.,), consumer organizations (e.g., Consumer NZ and Consumer 

affairs) and industry leaders such as TradeMe to establish policy benchmarks and prepare 

better online consumer practices.  

 

Second, by better understanding the variance in consumers’ vulnerabilities, organizations can 

target, prioritize and thus better allocate their security awareness and training resources to 

achieve more effective outcomes. For example, if an online company offers a product or 

service that engenders consumers using it in only one of three information seeking frames, 

then accordingly the security training material can be built around consumers’ specific 

vulnerable behaviors that manifest in that specific frame.  

 

Third, this research reveals that there is a misalignment between what users believe (attitudes) 

and what they do (behavior) in spite of raising their level of awareness (e.g., through 

warning). This implication is significant for security managers and they may deal with this 

issue in two ways. One, they regularly conduct refresher trainings so that there is no 

information decay and users always stay current with the latest information. The other, 

possibly more effective way is to conduct more field-based behavioral tests. Just as fire-drills 

are conducted to assess employees’ actual behavior and whether company policy and protocol 
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is adhered to when a fire accident occurs, real time security-attack drills need to be conducted 

to see how users’ react to attacks when they are not being ‘tested’ and if the knowledge 

acquired through security training helps them improve their deception detection accuracy.  

 

8.3  LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH WORK  

This section will summarize the limitations and future research directions of the research 

conducted as part of this thesis. 

 

Firstly, although the categories of the taxonomy are current, the attack types belonging to 

each category definitely are not exhaustive, as there will be new forms of social engineering 

attack types that will be devised regularly. As such, the taxonomy is to be treated as one that 

will constantly be updated as new forms of attack types are discovered.  

 

Second, the typology that groups attack types based on the criteria of human information 

seeking activity (conceptualized in Article 4 as ‘Frame of mind’) is just one way of studying 

human vulnerabilities to attacks at the aggregate level. Future research on other aggregate 

groupings such as activities based on time of the day, environment variables such as place of 

access – work vs. home, type of device – desktop vs. mobile etc., will potentially provide 

much richer and holistic view of human vulnerabilities. This is especially important as 

internet consumer behavior is on the cusp of a paradigm shift with phenomenon such as 

‘BYOD’ (Bring Your Own Device) and multi-device browsing.  

 

Third, the research in Article 3 aimed to study the level of preparedness to tackle social 

engineering attacks from the perspective of financial organizations. In doing so, data from a 

certain set of online banks from the APAC countries were selected. This research can be 
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extended to include not only other countries in the APAC region but also across other regions 

of the world to generate insights of real global differences. This research can be extended by 

considering organizations beyond the banking sector – for instance online trading and 

ecommerce institutions. Also, in order to extend and complete this research, perspective of 

the end user, the audiences for which security awareness policies and programs are created 

have to be taken into consideration as well. Accordingly, future studies should be conducted 

to study the ‘effectiveness’ of these security policies as perceived by the end users. The 

findings of such studies could be very useful for organizations to revise or redesign their 

policies and frameworks accordingly.  
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PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 
 

EFFECTS OF ONLINE INFORMATION SEEKING CONTEXTS ON USER CHOICE 
OF INFORMATION SOURCES 

 
My name is Koteswara Ivaturi and I’m a PhD student at the University of Auckland Business 
School. I’m conducting research which examines the effects of information seeking contexts 
on user choice of accepting or rejecting an information source while they are browsing the 
web. 
 
To achieve this, I will be conducting an experiment that will involve participants in 
completing a guided online task and then answering a few questions as part of a 
questionnaire. The questionnaire will be anonymous and will ask questions related to certain 
aspects of the task performance. 
 
The purpose of this Participant Information Sheet is to invite you to participate in this 
research project. The whole experiment including the questionnaire will take approximately 
60 minutes and will take place during one of the lab sessions of your course. All the data 
collected in this research will be used in whole or in part during or after the conclusion of the 
study. 
 
The information you provide will contribute in understanding the ways in which end users 
make decisions about particular information resources that can in turn inform the information 
systems field from a design perspective. The overall results and findings of this study will be 
presented in one of the INFOSYS 341 classes which will help you in developing an enhanced 
understanding of the field. Note that the participation in this survey on the University of 
Auckland Business School computers would be in accordance with the school’s regulations 
related to the use of computing facilities. Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and 
confidential. Neither your grades nor your academic relationship with the department of 
Information Systems and Operations Management or any member of the staff will be affected 
by either refusal or agreement to participate in the study. This is assured by the head of the 
department of Information systems and Operations Management (please find contact details 
below). If you do choose to participate, you will be in a prize draw that will be held in class 
after the presentation of the results.  
 
The questionnaire will not request any commercially sensitive information, and no personal 
data will be identifiable or attributable to you. As the questionnaire is anonymous, it is not 
possible to identify responses for the purpose of withdrawal from the study at a later point. 
The completed questionnaire will be maintained electronically and printed forms will be held 
for a minimum duration of six years for the purpose of analysis and possible publication. 
After that period, your responses will be shredded and all electronic records will be deleted. 
Only my research supervisors Dr. Lech Janczewski, Dr. Andrew Colarik and I will have 
access to the data. 
 
 
Thank you very much for taking part in this research. Should you have any questions or wish 
to know more, please contact me or my research supervisors using the details below.  
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Principal investigators: 
Associate Professor Dr. Lech Janczewski and Lecturer Dr. Andrew Colarik 
lech@auckland.ac.nz and a.colarik@auckland.ac.nz 
+64 9 373 7599 Ext. 87538 
 
Head of the Department: 
Professor Michael Myers  
m.myers@auckland.ac.nz 
+64 9 373 7599 Ext. 87468 
 
Student investigator: 
KoteswaraIvaturi 
k.ivaturi@auckland.ac.nz 
+64 211252569 
 
If you have any concerns of an ethical nature you can contact the Chair of the 
University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee at +64 9 3737599 ext 
87830, Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand 
 
APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN PARTICIPANTS 
ETHICS COMMITTEE ON 21/03/2012 
REFERENCE NUMBER: 7938 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 	  

	  
	  

	  

EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR NEGATIVELY FRAMED WARNING 
GROUP 
 
 
MASTER ID: ………………………… 
 
 
First Please Read This before proceeding with the tasks!! 
 
 

Watch out!  
When you are engaged on the web with either 
searching for information, checking email or just 
browsing the web, be aware that there could be 
malicious hackers that set traps for you to get lured 
into, in order to gain unauthorized access to your 
personal information through your computer.  
 
Research shows that those who do not verify the 
credibility of the source of information have a reduced 
chance of detecting such traps and an increased risk 
of being compromised.  
 

 

Search Task  

Instructions and Tip: 
• To retain the credibility of the experiment please DO NOT use any other search engines except the one 

provided to you as part of this test. 
• A tip for efficient search – Do not get stuck on a website if you don’t find it useful, rework on your 

query and search again.  
 
Please write down the answers in the space provided.  

1. Which actor starred as the main character in the original Time Machine movie? 
A: 

2. Which car was declared as “car of the year 2012” according to TopGear and who is the country head 
of that company for New Zealand. 
A: 

3. What is the difference in processing speeds between iphone 5 and Samsung galaxy S3? 
A: 

4. How are the words “hyperloop” and “paypal” connected?  
A: 

5. What was/were the best company (ies) to work for last year according to Forbes and Fortune? 
A: 



 	  

	  
	  

	  

 
News Portal Task 
Instructions: 

• When you click on the news portal link you will be directed to a page that has three categories of links 
– Sports, Business and Entertainment.  

• By clicking on the link of your choice you are led to the page with the relevant article along with some 
related links. 

• Please spend no more than 10 minutes browsing the topics of your interest among the three categories. 
 
Please write down the most interesting topic in each of the three categories (or their associated related 
links) and list them in here –just paraphrase the title of the article! 
 
Sports: 
Title:………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Business: 
Title:………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Entertainment: 
Title:……………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
Instructions: 
In order to uphold the credibility of the experiment please choose topics of your genuine interest and not any 
random topics 
 
Email Task 

Instructions: 
• For the mailbox task, right click on the mailbox icon and open it in a new tab. 
• You will be taken to a page that will ask you for login details of the email. Enter the following 

username and ID: 

Username: <master id>@biztrivia.org (the master id given to you @biztrivia.org) 
Password: master id (the master id given to you) 

 
Additional Instructions: 

• You may read, reply or delete and take any other appropriate action that you deem necessary. 
• To retain the credibility of the experiment please treat this as your personal email account and take 

appropriate action as you would do on a daily basis. 
 
 
	  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 	  

	  
	  

	  

EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR POSITIVELY FRAMED WARNING 
GROUP 
 
MASTER ID:…………………………..  
 
 
 
 

Note: 
When you are engaged on the web with either 
searching for information, checking email or just 
browsing the web, be aware that there could be 
malicious hackers that set traps for you to get lured 
into, in order to gain unauthorized access to your 
personal information through your computer.  
 
Research shows that those who do verify the credibility 
of the source of information have an increased chance 
of detecting such traps and a reduced risk of being 
compromised.  
 
 
 
 
 
Search Task  

Instructions and Tip: 
• To retain the credibility of the experiment please DO NOT use any other search engines except the one 

provided to you as part of this test. 
• A tip for efficient search – Do not get stuck on a website if you don’t find it useful, rework on your 

query and search again.  
 
Please write down the answers in the space provided.  

1. Which actor starred as the main character in the original Time Machine movie? 
A: 

2. Which car was declared as “car of the year 2012” according to TopGear and who is the country head 
of that company for New Zealand. 
A: 

3. What is the difference in processing speeds between iphone 5 and Samsung galaxy S3? 
A: 

4. How are the words “hyperloop” and “paypal” connected?  
A: 

5. What was/were the best company (ies) to work for last year according to Forbes and Fortune? 
A: 

  



 	  

	  
	  

	  

  
News Portal Task 

Instructions: 
• When you click on the news portal link you will be directed to a page that has three categories of links 

– Sports, Business and Entertainment.  
• By clicking on the link of your choice you are led to the page with the relevant article along with some 

related links. 
• Please spend no more than 10 minutes browsing the topics of your interest among the three categories. 

 
Please write down the most interesting topic in each of the three categories (or their associated related 
links) and list them in here –just paraphrase the title of the article! 
 
Sports: 
Title:………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Business: 
Title:………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Entertainment: 
Title:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
Instructions: 
In order to uphold the credibility of the experiment please choose topics of your genuine interest and not any 
random topics 
 
Email Task 

Instructions: 
• For the mailbox task, right click on the mailbox icon and open it in a new tab. 
• You will be taken to a page that will ask you for login details of the email. Enter the following 

username and ID: 

Username: <master id>@biztrivia.org (the master id given to you @biztrivia.org) 
Password: master id (the master id given to you) 

 
Additional Instructions: 

• You may read, reply or delete and take any other appropriate action that you deem necessary. 
• To retain the credibility of the experiment please treat this as your personal email account and take 

appropriate action as you would do on a daily basis. 
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